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It she planned to be, 
she will fInd support. 
Society will stroke her 
expanding belly. 
If not, she could 
imd herself alone yet 
::.;;'.: . surrounded 
by misleading 
or clinical advisors 
concerned less witil 
the woman than r::::::~ 
with the fetus~ '~"""""-"""'_ 
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2 Casco Bay Weekly 
DADG BRIDE 
SALE 
Dads, Grads and Brides ... 
June is a very busy month for gift giving. Solve 
all of your ''present'' problems at Maine's premiere 
contemporary furniture store - Scandinavia House 
Den, or living room, or dorm room, 
this teak magazine rack will 
complement your life, not just 
a lifestyle. Only $40.00 
The clean, crisp Eurostyle 
design of ash in a spindle bed. 
Comfortable sleep at a com-
fortable price. Starting at 1 ......... ---="",.#=-,I,-..,...-"'-...L-!L-4i 
$445.00. 
Apartment or dorm space is 
always at a premium, so get 
organized with a rich, teak TV 
~~~ ~5~ and VCR stand. From just 
~ :::: --="=l $110.00 
~ ~ . ~.v scan Inavla 
ouse 
343 Forest Ave., Portland ME, and Settler's Green, No. Conwa NH 
Are you reaching the right customers? 
If not, you should reach out to Casco Bay Weekly. 
Because all 15,000 of our papers are distributed in the 
immediate Portland area every Thursday, you can 
reach the audience you want most through 
Casco Bay Weekly. 
Combine this with our truly affordable rates 
and our early-payment incentives and you'll see we're the 
most effective advertising vehicle around. 
Our imaginative sales and graphic design staff can help 
you achieve the look that will make your ad a real grabber. 
So call our advertising staff today at 775-6601 
and let them lend you a hand. 
Why wait for customers to come to you? Reach out to 
them through Casco Bay Weekly. . 
FEDS CITE EXPORT BAN 
Convoy hits 
snag at border 
The convoy that left 
Portland's Monument Square 
May 21 with humanitarian aid 
for the victims of war in Central 
America has found itself in 
something of a Mexican stand-
off - appropriately enough at 
the Mexican border. 
When the 94-member, 37-
vehicle convoy reached the 
border June 7 at Laredo, Texas, 
it ran into a sizable roadblock. 
US Customs and Treasury De-
partment officials told the par-
ticipants that the vehicles were 
considered non-humanitarian 
aid and would violate the US 
ban on such exports to Nicara-
gua. US officials said the ve-
hicles could not cross the bor-
der unless a bond agreement 
was signed stating the vehicles 
will return to the US within 30 
days. Anyone who refuses to 
sign the agreement and at-
tempts to cross the border will 
be arrested and charged with 
violating the embargo, which 
carries a maximum penalty of 
10 years in prison and a $50,000 
fine or both. 
This turn of events has split 
the convoy, which received 
support from Veterans for 
Peace but was organized by two 
individuals (JeF!)' Condon on 
theWestCoastand Bob Livesey 
on the East Coast). Some 
members don't want to sign the 
agreement and are willing to be 
arrested as a means of protest-
ing the embargo. However, 
3 00 t-. ... 
most of the Veterans for Peace 
involved view their main ob-
jectiveasdeliveringthe 150 tons 
of humanitarian aid: items such 
as medical and school supplies 
and farm equipment. 
"The Veterans for Peace 
support everyone involved," 
said Jerry Genesio, president of 
the Falmouth-based organiza-
tion. "We're trying to help 
mediate an agreement between 
those who don't want to sign 
and those who just want to get 
the aid to the people." 
On Monday the two sides 
met and agreed to respect each 
other's position, and a final 
decision by those considering 
defying the embargo was to be 
made Wednesday morning 
(after Casco Bay Weekly went 
to press). These border compli-
cations might have been 
avoided had the organizers 
applied for a license to exempt ~ 
the vehicles from the export 
ban. The organizers gave the 
Veterans for Peace participants 
no indication there could beany 
problems, but the organizers 
may have known arrest was a 
possibility and planned to use 
it as a means of making a politi-
cal statement on the export ban. 
"Our members went on thE 
convoy because they werE .. 
committed to getting aid to thE ~ 
Nicaraguans," said Genesio 
"They didn't go to get arrested." 
(G. Santaniello) '"'"' 
c.l:n .. , 
A sIgn posted In the window at Hu Shang's. 
More hot bricks 
Things certainly have been 
hot in the Old Port. Even as last 
week's "Hot Bricks" coverstory 
was hitting the streets last 
Thursday morning, a fire struck 
the Old Port Tavern on Moul-
ton St. It was the second blaze 
to occur in an Old Port restau-
rant in the last three weeks. 
The fire started at 8:15 
ThurSday morning, apparently 
when some brooms placed next 
to the restaurant's hot water 
heater caught fire, said Tavern 
owner Richard Herrera. The 
smoke from the blaze was no-
ticed by day manager Tom 
Bean, who extinguished the fire. 
Herrera said the fire was small 
and contained and did not pre-
vent the Tavern from opening 
for business as USlli\l. 
Another fire in Old Port-
land occurred the morning of 
May 22 at Hu Shang's on Ex-
change St. The fire was caused 
by a stray cigarette, which ig-
nited the garbage outside of the 
kitchen door, according to bar 
manager Andree Buckley. "It 
was primarily smoke and wa-
terdamage," said Buckley. "The 
air conditioners were com-
pletely wiped out and need to 
be replaced." Buckley said the 
restaurant will reopen by June 
15. (M.Engels) 
, 
Klansman David White, left, is confronted by an angry- anti-Klan protestor" CBW/Joe Kievit! 
HUNDREDS OPPOSE "INVISIBLE EMPIRE" 
Ku Klux Klan rally stopped 
A handful of Ku Klux Klan 
attempted to stage a rally in 
South Portland last weekend 
but were prevented from doing 
so by hundreds of angry anti-
Klan protestors. 
The protestors - alerted by 
broadcast news stories stating 
that a police pennit had been 
issued for the rally - came indi-
vidually and united under an 
umbrella organization calling 
itself The Coalition Against 
Racism. 
The Klan, whose members 
refer to themselves as "Knights" 
of an "Invisible Empire," is a 
century-old organization that 
advocates economic justice and 
racial purity. 
Several hundred protestors 
and onlookers had lined Maine 
Mall Road by the time a brown 
station wagon arrived, its pas-
sengers a woman and child as 
well as three men robed in the 
traditional white Klan robes.A 
man stepped from the car and 
was immediately surrounded 
by angry protestors. He sug-
gested the protestors listen to 
him. He referred to a large black 
man as "boy" and suggested he 
return to Africa. 
"I'm 35 years old. You don't 
call me a boy," said the black 
man, who then pushed away 
the Klan leader he had been 
nose to nose with. 
The Klansman pushed the 
black man in return. A dozen 
South Portland police then 
moved in and removed the 
Klansman, who later identified 
himself as David White of She 1-
ton, Conn. 
The large crowd - which by 
this time was blocking Maine 
Mall Road - cheered as White 
was put into a police cruiser. 
They shouted "KKK, go away" 
as the other Klansmen left in 
the station wagon. Neither 
White nor the other Klansmen 
were arrested. 
Several protesters who 
claimed prior experience with 
the Klan speculated that White 
was visiting from Connecticut 
to help organize a Klavern (a 
local Klan group). Public ap-
pearances and media attention, 
they said, build affinity and 
strength within the local group. 
Several area news organi-
zations were contacted Satur-
day afternoon and told that the 
Klan would restage the rally 
the following day.The media, 
protestors and police turned out 
in full force on Sunday, but the 
Klan never appeared. (MP) 
Hundreds of protestors surrounded the Klan as soon as they arrived. 
Aiding the fight against AIDS 
Undeterred by the 87-de-
gree heat, Monday afternoon at 
Benjamin Wentworth Middle 
Schoolin Scarborough, 26 sixth-
graders biked around a marked 
course for one hour and raised 
close to $400 to benefit The Aids 
Project in Portland and SADD 
(Students Against Drunk Driv-
ing) 
The bikathon was a part of 
a community service project the 
sixth-graders selected and de-
signed under the guidance of 
their health teacher, Tom Grif-
fin, who has led other volun-
teer efforts at the school. Grif-
fin, who also taught a health 
program this spring that edu-
cated his students about AIDS, 
said the event "helps these kids 
see that they have an impact on 
other people." 
They chose The Aids Proj-
ect in Portland as a beneficiary 
because of a current events class 
Sharon Loronda taught last fall. 
"The issue came right up in 
class," said Loronda, who gave 
students a forum to air ques-
tions, and later volunteered her 
time to help her class prepare 
for and hold the bikathon. 
"We're trying to stress the 
fact that AIDS patients 
shouldn't be ostracized from 
the community," said Loronda. 
"They should be helped in any 
way that we can possibly help 
them, even in a small way like 
this." 
"It's good that all the kids 
can do something together," 
said Griffin, "working for a 
good cause and getting some 
exercise at the same time." 
Sixth-grader Elizabeth 
Story biked 10 miles and raised 
close to $150 by herself. The 
donation was presented on 
Wednesday to Tom Antonik, a 
local AIDS patient, and the 
money will be used by the 
Project to provide transpo~ta­
tion for treatment and clothmg 
to AIDS patients in Maine. 
(R. St. John) 
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. not worship"iS"what'$:-!p. 
Casco Bay Weekly IS a paper for .,/,'Y .. , rw 
People living in or concerned about the WELLNE$S~m' . JML 
cities and towns of the Portland area. .,.,,,,.,.,.,.,; .. ,,.,,' .''''''''·''W» 
It is published by Mogul Media, Inc. 
from posh corporate headquarters at 
187 Clark Street, Portland 04102. 
Send us your event listings, your 
angry letters and especially your. 
advertisements I We need to receive 
all that kind of stuff by the end of the 
Thursday prior to the issue in which 
you it want to appear. Call 775 6601. 
Casco Bay Weekly is available 
free and always will be. But if you 
would like to be mailed a copy each 
week, that will set you back $36/year. 
(Want to spend more? For the next 
99 days only we"re offering "Iifetin:'e" 
subscriptions - good for your lifetlme\ 
or the lifetime of Casco Bay Weekly, 
whichever comes first - at the 
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Shows to go on 
Oxford County Superior 
Court Justice Carl O. Bradford 
denied Massachusetts concert 
promoter Mark 0. Hildonen's 
request for an injunction pre-
venting the sale of tickets for 
concerts planned at Oxford 
Plains Speedway this summer. 
Other counts of Hildonen's 
suit against the speedway and 
Oxford Plains general partner 
Michael Liberty, as well as 
Liberty's $3 million countersuit, 
have yet to be decided. 
Sunday suits 
Old Port Fest 
The weather was great, but 
then great weather always 
seems to be part of the Old Port 
Festival. So what explains what 
seemed to be a record crowd 
for last Sunday's 16th Old Port 
Festival? '1 attribute a lot of it 
to being held on a Sunday," 
said Festival coordinator Julie 
Crowley of the Intown Port-
land Exchange. 
Some of the early Festivals 
were two-day affairs, but the 
1988 Festival was the first time 
it was held exclusively on a 
Sunday, "and we've heard only 
positive things so far," said 
Crowley. "The merchants and 
vendors all were really pleased. 
The reaction of a lot of Festival-
goers was trus was the biggest 
crowd ever." 
The IPE board of directors 
will decide in a few months 
whether the Festi val will be held 
on a Sunday again next year. 
(G. Santaniello) 
Sunny skies not so 
bright for farmers 
The sunny skies and warm 
temperatures Southern Maine 
has been enjoying lately may 
end up costing us. 
If droughts continue to 
parch the nation's farm belts, 
the resulting low yield of farm 
products will translate into 
higher prices at the grocery 
store. 
In Ohio, many agricultural 
areas are in the midst of a pro-
longed drought and churches 
are seeking divine intervention 
by praying for rain. 
In California, some water 
utilities are urging conserva-
tion by imposing rugher rates 
for above-average water use 
and, under law, only water-
conserving toilets can be sold. 
In the Dakotas, conditions 
are being compared to the infa-
mous Dust Bowl of the 1930s. 
The primary culprit for 
below-normal rainfall across 
the Midwest and Great Plains 
this spring is a high pressure 
ridge that has taken up perma-
nent residence in central Can-
ada. 
The fate of this year's soy-
bean crop - which is already 
being traded for almost double 
the price last fall - should be 
determined by July 15 said 
David Bartholomew, a com-
modities analyst and vice presi-
dent with Merrill Lynch in 
Chicago. If there's no appre-
ciable rainfall by then, the crop 
will be a failure. (SHNS) 
--------------------------------~-------------------------- --
THE '88 SUMMER CLEARANCE HAS 
BEGUN! CHOOSE FROM OVER 300 
PONTIACS AND OLDSMOBILES! 
• Don't wait til September! 
• Our Clearance Sale starts NOW! 
• The Biggest Selection of Pontiacs 
and Oldsmobiles under one roof! 
• We Guarantee The Best Deal in 
Town - HANDS DOWN! 
Pontiac Oldsmobile 









Lunch Specials 7 days 11 am to 5pm 
Fisherlllan's Platter 
Haddock, shrimp and clams 
served with french fries and cole slaw 
Lobster Roll 
served with chips and pickle 
YOUR CHOICE 
$4.95 
Dinner Specials 7 days 
2 Boiled Lobsters 
served with lemon and drawn butter 
11am to 10pm 
YOUR CHOICE 
One Pound Sirloin Steak 
Served with potato or pasta and salad $9.95 
All major credit cards accepted 
A CONVERSATION WITH 
Sonja Dionne 
Sonja Dionne poW'S coffee at The Miss Portland Diner. 
Three weeks ago Sonja Do people come here just to 
Dionne returned to her job hang out? 
as a waitress at The Miss 
Portland Diner after being No, nobody comes here just 
struck by a car last New to hang out because there's 
Year's Eve and immobilized too much of a fast turnover. 
for fo. ittarly five months. But I'd say that 65-70 percent 
Divorced since 1980 and of the business is regular 
the mother of three teen- people who will come here 
agers, Sonja has been and meet, or they know each 
waltressing at the Miss other. There are people who 
Portland for 15years. come in here now that were 
coming here when I first 
what's it like now working started working, that were 
after being helpless for five coming here before I even 
months? worked here. 
While I was in therapy I what's the most expensive 
begged the doctor to let me item on the menu? 
go back to work. I had never 
been out of work as long as The sirloin steak dinner is 
this. I didn't know what to do $4.50. That's with a potato, 
with myself with all that free vegetable, bread, butter, and 
time. I like the working dessert. 
routine. 
what's been the most 
What kind of people eat popular menu item since 
here? you've been here? 
It's basically for everybody. For breakfast it has always 
Casual-type people can come been any combination of meat 
in, someone dressed-up can and eggs, but for lunch the 
come in, and they all get the most popular item is meat-
same kind of service and the loaf. With a meatloaf dinner, 
same type of food. A lot of you get a potato and vege-
regular workingleople like table, and dessert. 
truck drivers an that type of 
Are most of your customers person might not feel com-
fortable going to a bigger men? 
restaurant. 
I've gotten to know some of No, there are a lot of 
my refn!ar customers so well women now. It used to be 
that I now them and their years ago, but now we get 
family. I know their wife's almost as many women as we 
name, their children's, and do men. We get a lot of ladies 
even their grandchildren. A that work at law firms, banks, 
lot of the working people that and human services. And 
come in during the week, almost everyone that comes 
bring their families here to eat in is really polite. 
on the weekend. 
Do you ever get any lonely 
hearts in here? 
Well, usually it's so busy 
that I don't have time to stand 
there and listen to one person. 
But once in awhile someone 
will come in who is looking 
for someone to talk to. They 
will wait till I'm not busy, so 
that theh can tell me their story. T ey just want some-
one who wiIllisten to them, 
and ifthey feel like I've 
waited on them enough 
times, they'll come to tell me. 
Did you ever get a really 
good tip? 
The biggest tip I've ever 
gotten at the diner is $20. If 
you want to count when I was 
out of work from the accident, 
my customers took u~ a 
donation, and a lot 0 the 
customers put in $50 apiece. I 
cried and cried when I 
o~ened the cards and saw the 
c ecks, because they were 
from people who I had 
waited on for years and years. 
The people that gave the most 
were the people that I least 
expected it from. It was really 
amazing. 
Is waitressing strictly a 
women's job? 
Well, I don't think any men 
have ever applied for the job, 
not that they couldn't do it. 
How have you changed? 
I'm a lot more settled than I 
was 15 years ago. I've stuck 
with my job, I've bought a 
home, and made it on my 
CBW/Joe Kievit! 
own. When I was younger, I 
always thought the job was 
going to be temporary. I was 
going to do it for a little while 
until I found something 
better. But, I enjoyed it and 
it's the main reason why I 
didn't leave. 
If you could give Y9ur cus-
tomers a tip, now that 
you've come back after five 
months of rehabilitation 
from 'the accident, what 
would it be? 
I don't know, after so many 
of them have been so gener-
ous. I guess I'd tell most of 
them that you might as well 
be as nice to everyone as you 
can everyday, because you 
never know when something 
like that might happen to 
you. It only takes a split 
second, and in my case I was 
very fortunate. 
Robert St. John is doing clerical 
work at a law firm while on summer 
break from USM. He plans to attend a 
writing program at Salt magazine in the 
fall. 







































... and a cast of 
thousands 
Casco Bay Weekly 
is an independent 
newsweekly serving 
Greater Portland. 
Its purpose is 
to be an instrument 
of community 
understanding. 
This page is a canvas 
on which diverse opinions 
take form. Our views are 
here. We encourage 
your letters and signed 
"op-ed· columns. 
Your letter must be 
rece ived by the 
Thursday prior to the 
issue In which you 
would like it to appear. 
Please be brief and 
to the point. We 
reserve the right to 
edit submissions of 
unreasonable legnth. 
Include a phone number 
at which we can verify 
your letter. 
Also. be sure to sign 
submission clearly 
so that we can print 
your Signature along 
With your words. Send 
your comments to: 
Views 
Caseo Bay W_kly 
187 Clark Street 
Portland, Me 04102 
Caseo Bay Weekly 
is a member of AlterNet 
and Scripps Howard 
News Service (SHNS). 
Entire contents 1f>1988 
by Mogul Media. Inc. 
dba Casco Bay Weekly. 
No portion may be 
reproduced by any 
means without written 
permission of the 
publisher. 
This paper is 
tylJeset using Apple 
MaCintosh computers. 






Are you really considering 
giving the presses around here 
some competition? Good luck. 
I suppose competition is 
healthy - hal - unless you just 
happen to be the underdog. Of 
course there are those who 
cheer for the "underdog" sim-
ply for that reason. I suppose-
no, I know - I'm one of those 
people. I've been there - what 
am I saying, I'm still there. If 
you're starting a paper or some-
thing, then this letter is proba-
bly appropriate - if not, well, 
then just what do you do? 
Maybe ... let me speculate a 
bit ... you're recruiting for Casco 
Bay College? Great!! Are you 
primarily a business-oriented 
college? Any liberal arts? 
Lisa Daudort 
Portland 
Keep up the good work! 
Maine needs new talent, espe-
cially in the press. 
"Tomorrow's World?" "It 






Ritter von Leeb 
in The Maine Wald 
~--
4TlmnkstJ 
Joe Soley is certainly not 
the "sole" Monopoly owner of 
the so-called Old Port area, or 
otherwise. It is the early crafts-
men, the original "builders" 
who have layed the brick-work 
and developed the designs 
brought here from other coun-
tries across the ocean(s). To-
day, all monies that are loans 
from banks come fron every-
day people who deposit their 
funds daily, weekly, monthly, 
and take OUT LESS daily, 
weekly, and monthly (usuaIIy). 
Personal checks bounce ... the 
public pays, enabling the banks 
to keep loaning. Who are the 
wrong-doers? 
What WAS the reason 
A.C.H. Robinson sold out? Why 
did the new owner become 
demanding of city protection? 
Is this fight 'em or leave 'em or 
join 'em or go half-way? 
Why judge the greed of 
profiteering? It's easier to en-
joy the results of the Old Port 
for "general" humanity (pleas-
ure-seeking). It's poetic justice. 
To get involved with the 
politics, destroys the reason of 
enjoyment... of anything (a 
foolish philosophy, but a wise 
adage.) 
This newsletter is auda-
cioua, refreshing, limited and 
boundlesss ... as print OUGHT 
to be published. 
PROFITEERING? You, 
openly, invest in publication 
through advertising. Bank 
administrators have loaners 
come to THEM... the 
PEOPLE ... who ARE the loan-
ers. Something's WRONG, dear 
Yorick; the PEOPLE should be 
charging the interests to the 
BANKS. 
Sincerely, 




Portland's City Hall is the area's largest, but local government can be confusing at any size_ 
LOST IN THE MAZE? 
How to deal with City Hall 
As a former city employee, 
I understand the frustrations 
the public feels in its attempts 
to gain access to city govern-
ment. 
Countless citizens have 
thrown up their hands in de-
spair after failing to locate the 
person, somew here in the laby-
rinth of City Hall, who has the 
ability to assist them. Probably 
just as many people have 
smugly thought their problem 
was solved only to discover, 
months later, that the individ-
ual they had spoken to did not 
have the authority to assist 
them, but had agreed to any-
way. And, of course, there is 
the usual "City Hall runa-
round" where, after innumer-
able referrals from office to 
office and telephone to tele-
phone, you end up back where 
you started, often talking to the 
first person you contacted who 
may, indeed, be able to assist 
you. 
As consumers of city serv-
ices, we need reliable informa-
tion in order to make valid 
choices and judgments about 
the services we receive. 
As citizens in a free society 
we need ready access to our 
government in order to obtain 
available services and ac-
countability from our public 
employees. 
Although there are no guar-
antees on final results, observ-
ing the following three guide-
lines will ease your path 
through the City Hall maze. 
1. Define your question_ 
If you call Portland City 
Hall, for example, and ask to 
speak to someone about hous-
ing, I can think of a t leas t three 
different offices you could be 
referred to. Are you asking 
about available rentals? Or do 
you want to know the number 
of existing housing units? Are 
you interested in rehabilitating 
your home? Or are you home-
less? How you ask the ques-
tions and the terminology you 
use effects where your call will 
go. A single switchboard 
operator must transfer your call 
as expeditiously as possible. So 
be precise and clear about why 
you are calling. This same rule 
applies to in-person visits and 
written inquiries. It is impera-
tive that the correspondences 
be properly addressed. I am 
amazed that many written in-
quiries ever arrive at City Hall, 
let alone at the proper desk (and 
I'm sure many never do). For 
instance: Person in Charge of 
Housing, Town Government, 
Portland, Maine, has a very 
unlikely chance of successfully 
arri ving anywhere except in the 
dead-letter bin of the post of-
fice. 
2. Talk to the right persOIL 
If you have a problem with 
potholes in your road, you don't 
ask the city electrician to fix 
them. If you have a question 
about your property taxes, you 
don't call the city clerk. Within 
any organization people have 
assigned responsibilities. 
However, because of the na-
ture of a bureaucracy, it is often 
difficult to find that person. In 
some departments, whoever 
happens to pick up the tele-
phone on a particular day be-
comes a self-appointed expert 
on all city matters. Thus, you 
will get an answer to your 
question, but it won't necessar-
ily be the correct one. On the 
other hand, in other offices the 
opposite is true. It seems like 
no one knows anything, includ-
ing the individual assigned the 
particular responsibility. 
Therefore, ask for the name 
and job title of the person you 
are talking to. Get the name of 
the division and department di-
rector. Also, ask for the correct 
mailing address. Nine times out 
of ten you will need it. This 
brings me to the third and final 
guideline. 
3. Follow up. 
If you have been promised 
a response to your inquiry and 
if, after a reasonable period of 
time there has been no action, it 
is imperative that you re-con-
tact the city in writing. Write to 
the individual you originally 
spoke to. Always carbon copy 
his/her supervisor. lf you still 
do not receive satisfactory re-
suits, write the superior directly 
and carbon copy the division 
and department director. Con-
tinue this procedure through 
the lines of authority and ac-
countability until you reach the 
City Manager's desk. At this 
point a copy to your city coun-
cilor is important. 
I am always surprised at 
how easily citizens are discour-
aged from pursuing their in-
quiries. City employees are 
public servants - they work for 
you. It is their responsibility to 
assist and represen t you in your 
dealings with city government. 
Remember, if you don't care 
enough to pursue an issue, no 
one else will. 
Kathy Caron owns Ledgewood Con-
su~ing/a public policy consulting busi-
ness. and is the author of "Inside City 
Hall, A Guide to City Government in 
Portland, Maine." 
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..... woman becomes pregnant. 
Ideally, planned to be. She can surround 
herself with medical care, gain access to sup-
port systems, and receive strokes from society 
on account of her expanding belly. 
If she didn't plan to be, it's a different story. 
A lot of people will try to get involved in the 
choice she will inevitably have to make. 
Pro-lifers will look at her and see a fetus. 
They'll show her pictures of dead babies. 
Abortion clinics will talk to her but counsel 
the fetus. Once the fetus is gone, so are they. 
Public clinics will talk to her - when they can. 
23, wasn't expecting dead 
babIes. She and her husband wanted 
to have a child. She dropped by the 
Community Pregnancy Center at 583 
Forest Ave. in Portland last fall for a 
pregnancy test. While waiting for the 
results, Teri said, she was questioned 
by a counselor about her views on 
abortion. The counselor tried to make 
her watch a movie. Teri refused. The 
counselor said Teri needed to be 
educated. Teri said that when the test 
results came back negative, the coun-
selor told Teri birth control pills lead 
to s terili ty. 
Teri left feeling angry and vio-
lated. In the rush to save a possible 
fetus, the counselor neglected to ask 
Teri if she had wanted to be pregnant. 
For the past month, the Maine 
chapter of the National Organization 
for Women (NOW) has held demon-
strations outside the Community 
Pregnancy Center. The gatherers 
have carried signs reading 'Women 
Beware" and "Fake Pregnancy Center 
Lies." Based on complaints from Teri 
and others, NOW contends the Com-
munity Pregnancy Center gives only 
anti-abortion information and ques-
tions the accuracy of the pregnancy 
test and the level of confidentiality. 
receptionist that I wanted a preg-
nancy test. 
She asked my name, address, 
phone number, date of last period, 
birth control method, and if! would 
consider abortion if pregnant. 
In response to Casco Bay 
Weekly's repeated phone calls to the 
'Center for a response, Dave Bouf-
fard, who identified himself only as a 
staff person, read the clinic's pre-
pared statement: "We are here to 
help women make an informed 
choice. We receive letters of gratitude 
frequently. When it has been demon-
strated by the media that fair cover-
age is being given to the abortion 
issue, then we will be willing to talk." 
Bouffard would not comment on 
what the clinic does beyond saying 
"we offer just what it says in our 
advertisements." 
The Center has paid advertise-
ments in the NYNEX Yellow Pages 
under birth control information 
centers, clinics, family planning 
information centers and pregnancy 
information services. The ad found 
under "pregnancy information serv-
ices" promises "abortion information, 
free pregnancy test, results before 
you leave, completely confidential, 
walk in or call" and lists their address 
and phone number. 
Since no one at the Community 
Pregnancy Center would speak about 
their services, I visited the center last 
month. I brought with me a vial of 
urine from a pregnant woman and 
used an assumed name. I told the 
receptionist that I wanted a preg-
nancy test. 
She asked my name, address, 
phone number, date of last period, 
birth control method, and if I would 
consider abortion if pregnant. 
Chris, my counselor, told me the 
pregnancy test would take half an 
hour and led me into a room set up 
like a family room with wood panel-
ing, couch, carpet, lamp - even a 
television and VCR. 
Chris said, "We have a movie 
we'd like you to see." She showed me 
where the off button was before 
leaving me to watch "Silent Scream." 
The short movie stars the 
sonogram of a fetus being aborted. 
Bernard Nathanson, an abortionist 
turned pro-lifer, calls abortion "the-
ultimate act of human violence" and 
then goes ahead and shows one. He 
even gives the play-by-play. 
The movie goes on to show 
bloody buckets of dead fetuses. There 
are also distraught, sobbing women. 
They have had abortions, the movie 
tells me. Nathanson claims that 
syndicated crime is involved in 
abortion. . 
Chris smiled when she reentered 
the room and saw that I hadn't 
turned it off. She sat beside me and 
told me I was pregnant. I acted upset. 
"What am I going to do?" I asked. 
"You can carry the child or kill it," 
she said. 
o abortion clinics, a woman 
with a fetus means $250 or more in 
revenue. 
According to the state Depart-
ment of Human Services, 3,521 Maine 
women had abortions in 1986. That's 
nearly ten a day in the state, at least 
one a day in Portland. 
Two area abortion clinics agreed 
that pregnant women spend three to 
five hours at the clinic the day of the 
abortion while the post-fetus follow-
up takes all of 10 minutes. ''That's the 
way it is," said a counselor at a local 
abortion clinic. 
Chris, my counselor, told me the 
pregnancy test would take half an 
hour and led me into a room set up 
3,521 Maine women had abortions in 1986. 
That's nearly ten a day in the state, 
at least one a day in Portland. 






in P rt1and CBW/Monle Paulsen Perry Krasow protests with NOW at the Community Pregnancy Center on Forest Ave. 0 . 
She said that part the three to 
five hours is individualized care that 
allows each woman as m,uch support, 
education and ventilation as she 
needs beforehand. The follow-up, she 
admitted, focuses only on the physi-
cal aspect and not the emotional side. 
''We just can't provide the optimum 
of both worlds," she said. 
In the Portland area there are 
support groups for adoptees, head 
injury victims, mothers of twins, 
families and friends of gays, be-
reaved parents - but no support 
group for the thousands of Maine 
women who have had abortions. 
NOW member Marilyn Kirby said 
that there was an abortion support 
group in Portland five or six years 
ago that only lasted two to three 
months. She believes women are 
good at creating a forum if needed to 
process information and since there 
currently are no public abortion 
support groups, she reasons, 
"women don't need it." 
Kirby thinks clinics are respon-
sible enough to set up support 
groups if they see the need. The local 
clinics we spoke with all see the need 
and still the lack of support exists. 
Each clinic makes referrals to the next 
place in hopes that they've set some-
thing up. 
Private professionals who have 
counseled post-abortion women 
loudly echoed the need for more 
support. 
Margery Noel is a doctor of psy-
chology and certified sex therapist in 
Falmouth, She has counseled women 
after they've had abortions, and says . 
that although after-care needs vary 
from woman to woman" across the 
board, at the minimum, it's a painful 
and difficult situation." 
Despite this universally recog-
nized lack of support systems, there 
are hurdles to setting up a support 
group. Several area therapists admit-
ted that if one clinic actually found 
six or more willing women at a 
similar post-abortion stage, they 
would be, if discovered, the target of 
pro-life harassment. 
~ . "The answer isn't pro-life or abortion" 
Betsey Campbell, Women's Community Health Center 
There is a national organization 
that formed a chapter in Maine in 
April 1987 whose goals are to help 
women who have already had abor-
tions and to educate women about 
abortion. It was formed by women 
who have had abortions. Women 
Exploited By Abortion (WEBA) 
chapter coordinator Jackie Chalmers 
explained that the organization 
"encourages women to come to 
Christ for forgiveness for taking the 
life of a human being." Chalmers said 
they help the woman recognize that 
she has murdered a child and accept 
responsibility for it. 
Portland psychotherapist Dr. 
Joanne Clarey said that "those (post-
abortion) women I have seen that are 
traumatized have been brainwashed 
by pro-life literature into believing 
they are baby killers." Clarey calls 
pro-lifers the "perpetrators of post-
abortion trauma," adding "if abortion 
wasn't politicized it could be dealt 
with as the natural loss that it is and 
not as a trauma." 
Some private counselors offer 
post-abortion help for about $60 per 
hour, but these price tags exclude 
many women. As Clarey said, if 
women don't have insurance or 
money, after-care is "not readily 
available to those often most in 
need." 
The Community Counseling 
Center's pregnancy counseling pro-
gram includes some post-abortion 
counseling and Women's Commu-
nity Health Center offers post-abor-
tion counseling for $20 per hour. 
Betsy Campbell, the director at 
Women's Community Health Center, 
" 
said she's seen the number of abor-
tions decreasing recently due to 
better birth control information. 
''We'd be right out of business if 
there was better education," she said. 
"But we're all human. But the answer 
isn't pro-life or abortion." 
answer is education. 
Southern Coastal Family Planning 
Inc. is an education agency funded by 
Title 10 federal money. 
Deborah Downs' eight years as 
director there have coincided with 
the Reagan administration during 
which she says that pro-choicers have 
had to "remain vigilant to ensure 
reproductive rights." This constant 
vigilance and the "administrative 
harassment" during Reagan's two 
terms resulted in "time and energy 
~ being siphoned away that ought to be 
spent (on women)." 
Downs has seen local abortion 
rights and pro-choice organizations 
dwindle and noted that "without that 
strong advocacy effort a support 
system cannot be built up." She 
confessed that at Family Planning 
"we're so focused on prevention we 
haven't taken on advocacy." 
Between bureaucratic battles and 
the 8,000 women Family Planning 
sees in a year, Downs admitted that 
"we can have the best intentions in 
the world but we may not be spend-
ing the full amount of time someone 
really needs." 
Even the amount of time that is 
available isn't divvied up evenly 
among women. Teenagers go to the 
front of the line, 
Sylvia Schroeder, clinical director 
at the Community Counseling Cen-
ter, where teens receive counseling 
for free, said that "adolescents get a 
better shake. There is more advocacy 
around for them. Other people are 
watching out for them." 
Downs said that money and 
attention are allocated to issues that 
are "in" and teen pregnancy is "in." 
Accordingly, Family Planning "has 
veered off to respond to that." 
Yet, based on 1986 numbers, more 
tnan half of the Maine women who 
had abortions were in their 20s. 
Twenty-one percent of the women 
were teenagers, not too far ahead of 
the fifteen percent of women in their 
30s. 
But Family Planning isn't alto-
gether overlooking the 20-and-older 
crowd that doesn't meet the low-
income requirements. 
A year ago, Family Planning 
created a spin-off called Women's 
Choice. This independent clinic is 
located in the same building and 
offers the "same cluster of services in 
a different way and with a different 
fee structure," said Downs. She said 
the service at Women's Choice is 
consumer oriented because it is more 
efficient without the protocol and 
paperwork required at the federally-
subsidized Family Planning facility. 
Women 20 and older who don't 
meet low-income eligibility require-
ments now have a place where they 
come first. 
a center like this, al-
though positive for women, only 
makes a slight ripple. Without an 
adequate support system, abortion 
becomes "one of the silences sur-
rounding women's lives," said 
Clarey. She calls abortion "the invis-
ible loss" because there are no rituals, 
markers, or public support groups. 
She added that pro-life labels of 
"murderer" and ''baby killer" further 
alienate these women. "It is so easily 
rendered invisible and stuffed 
down," she said. 
"Society doesn't want to address 
the serious and real problems for 
women," said Noel, who has been 
counseling post-abortion and other 
women for more than 1 0 years. "If a 
woman has an abortion in her history 
she feels badly about it. There needs 
to be a focus on what it means for 
women." 
As Kirby asks, "Once the fetus is 
gone, or even after the baby is born, 
who cares about her?" 
Kelly Nelson is a daughter, sister and aunt. 
June HI, 11188 
Here are the names of several places in the 
area that offer services for women who are 
pregnant or think they might be. They are 
presented in alphabetical order with brief de-
scriptions. 
Birthline Services of Maine 
Portland: 772-0125 
Pregnancy counseling hotline operated by 
Portland Catholic diocesan services. 
Center for Women's Care 
Windham: 892-7064 
Pregnancy testing, birth control, prenatal 
program, referrals for abortion and adoption 
services. 
Childbirth Education Association of 
Greater Portland 
Falmouth: 781-2694 
Courses for mothers and preparation for cesar-
ian section delivery. 
Community Counseling Center 
Portland: 874-1030 
Pregnancy counseling, option information, 
adoption services. 
Community Pregnancy Center 
Portland: 773-9663 
Pregnancy testing and perspectives on abor-
tion. 
Maine Medical Center 
Portland: 871-2763 
Obstetrics/Gynecology clinic including abor-
tions for county residents who are clinic pa-
tients. 
Mother and Unborn Baby Care 
Portland: 773-2360 
Prenatal care, motherhood support groups, 
housing and other services. 
Southern Coastal Family Planning 
Portland: 874-1095 
Pregnancy testing, birth control, referrals for 
prenatal care and abortion. 
St. Andre's Home 
Biddeford: 282-3351 
Group home for 8 young pregnant women on 
first-come, first-serve basis. Counseling, 
, classes, transportation to prenatal care. Adop-
tion services. 
Women's Community Health Center 
Portland: 773-7247 
Pregnancy testing, birth control, abortions, 
counseling. 
Women Exploited By Abortion 
Limerick: 773-5077 
Support group of women who have had abor-
tions. 
Women to Women 
Yarmouth: 846-6163 
Pregnancy testing, birth control, referrals for 
prenatal care and abortions. 
Young Women's Christian Association 
Portland: 874-1130 
Pregnancy testing and assistance for pregnant 
teenagers. 
"Abortion becomes one of the silences 
surrounding women's lives." 












For Mom's To Be .... 
At the corner oj 
';TERESTED? 
Middle + Exchange Sis. 
Portland, Me. Call 775·6601 797-5357 
Every day we see the 
same faces, the same street 
comers and pass right by. 
Take a few minutes today 
to peruse the familiar. 
Michael Waterman's 
exhibit "Monsters and 
Angels: An Isolated Vi-
sion" at Gallery 127 on 
Middle St. looks into the 
familiar to give us a 
glimpse of the life con-
tained within. Some of his 
scenes are so familiar that 
we marvel we've never 
really seen them before. 
Gallery 127 is open late 




Get out of those living 
rooms. Tonight you'lf find 
music for every taste and 
every budget in the clubs 
around Portland. Taylor 
Made, an 8-piece R&B 
Motown Reveiw, features 
the sax player from 
Bowie's latest album and 
one of Carly Simon's ses-
sion players. At the Tree 
Cafe, 774-1441. Papa John 
Creach turns out the tunes 
on his violin. At Raoul's, 
773-6886. For those of you 
._ on a tighter budget, Little 
Frankie & The Premiers, a 
great R&B combo from 
Boston play The Dry Dock, 
774-355D. Also from Bos-
ton, Robin Lane of Chart-
buster fame is appearing 
. at Horsefeathers, 773-3507. 
Treat yourself. 
I " ,~ .,,~, .'"-~' 
JUNE ,,,..,, M"'~ SUN·TUES 7. 9:15 • . 
Best in 18-21 MAINE PREMIERE_ . ~ Tragedy of a . 
Custom Audio ~RldlC:UIOUS Man 
Classic Cars and Boats By the Director of 'The last Empt-ror'. ,. A. JUNE 22-26 : . '. RIVER9,S : 631 Bridgton Road 
US Route 302 ~ EDGE.: Westbrook, Maine 
COMING NEXT: 'Housekeeping' = 797·5720 
772·9600 
The fifth anniversary cele-
bration of the PMA's 
Payson Building continues 
today with the opening of 
"Five Years in one 
Hundred: The Portland 
Museum of Art Collection 
Since 1983." Focusing on 
additions to the museum's 
collection since 1983, the 
exhibit demonstrates the 
museum's collecting phi-
losophy. The exhibit m-
cludes examples from all 
areas of the collection, 
including many new acqui-
sitions never before exhib-
itep in Portland. The PMA 
is open today from 10-5. 
Back Cove Family Day is 
today along Baxter Blvd. in 
Portland, with lots of the 
fun centered in Payson 
Park. The cardboard canoe 
race will be something to 
see, but there also will be a 
sailboarding regatta, skate-
board and rollerblade 
demonstrations, face paint-
ing, hayrides, carnival 
games, a dunk tank and 
great live music. And for 
jaded festival goers looking 
for new kinds of stimuli, 
there will be a fireman's 
foam slide. The fun starts at 
11 am. All are welcome, but 
the boulevard will be 
closed to cars. Parking is 
available at the Preble St. 
Ext. parking lot and there 
will be a trolley to take you 
to the fun. 





The last day of spring. 
Cheer up. Theoretically, the 
thermometer will not go 
below 60 again! 
Alan Ladd stars in 
"Shane" - one of the best 
westerns ever. Tonight at 8 
on WPXT-ChanneIS1. 
Author Chrisotpher Fahy 
will read from his work 
tonight at 7:30 at the Maine 
Writers Center at 19D 
Mason St. in Brunswick. 
Fahy is the author of the 
novel "Dream House"; 
"The End Beginning," a 
collection of poetry; and 
two collections of short 
stories including the book 
that received the Maine 
Arts Commission Fiction 
A ward, "One Day in the 
Short Happy Life of Anna 
Banana." The reading is 
free and open to the public 
and a reception following 
the reading will honor the 
author and the designers of 
the award-winning book, 
Jim Ostergard and Nancy 
Griffin. 
Whether your concerns are 
global or local, you can 
hear some ideas bantered 
about tonight. The World 
Affairs Council is present-
ing a lecture on "Citizens' 
Rights and Responsibilites 
in Foreign Affairs" at 
Temple Beth EI, 400 Deer-
~~ L&J ..tj "Z 0 c9 ~ .... ~ 
~O & l-• J-: .J o:.tJ en .-J 
klW :r w CIl \!)-
~~ - • % >-;) 
773· 7'71. \0 , 
ing Ave., at 6:30 pm. And at 
Yarmouth High School 
there will be a panel dicus-
sion on ''Preservation 
Choices for the Commu-
nity" at 7:30 pm. Both 
events are free and open to 
the public. 
Take a hike. The Gulf of 
Maine Aquarium's educa-
tion director is leading a 
Low Tide Walk today at 
Kettle Cove in Cape Eliza-
beth. Do more than gaze 
into the sea. Learn abouth 
the marine animals and 
plants you'll find as you 
stroll. Resevations are re-
quired. $3. Call 772-2321. 
Laughs. Larry Shue's 
comedy "The Nerd" opens 
this weekend at The Thea-
ter Project in Brunswick. A 
Vietnam vet receives a visit 
from the man who saved 
his life during the war. He 
is the unbearable guest - a 
nerd. Tonight at 8. Tickets 
are $6 and $8. For informa-
tion, call 729-8584. 
Nina Shengold's play 
''Homesteaders'' is being 
performed at Russell Hall 
on the USM Gorham cam-
pus tonight at 8. The drama 
focuseses on the lives of a 
few people in an Alaskan 
fishing village. Tickets are 
$7-$11. Through July 3. 
Guaranteed Whale Watch-
ing Cruise. The Maine 
Audubon Society is offer-
ing a trip aboard the 75-foot 
passenger vessel "Indian." 
Travel to Jeffery's Ledge, 30 
miles off the coast of New 
Hampshire. Jeffery's Ledge 
is the feeding ground for 
finback, humpback, sei and 
minke whales. Staff mem-
bers of the "Indian" will 
provide commentary and 
answer questions. Whale 
sightings are guaranteed or 
the ''Indian'' will give you 
free passage on a future 
trip. Call the Maine 
Audubon S9ciety for fur-
ther information, 781-2330. 
Portland Performing Arts Center 
21 Forest Avenue 
Portland, Maine 04101 
Printed Music 
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Great Outdoor. Dan Akroyd 
and John Candy go on vacation. 
Haven't you seen this one before? 
(PG·13). At the Maine Mall Cine-
mas: 1, 3, 5, 7, 9. 
Brothers and The Eight Balls. Sat, 
Last Stand, Queers and Flying 
Scots. Every Sun, Mark Fathom 
and Friends. Every Wed is open 
mike night. 761-2506. 
Port Rendevous, 9 Dana, Port-
land. June 16, Ernie Osborn. June 
17 -18, Kopterz. 772-0772. 
Bedknob. and Broom.tlck. 
Key Largo Gangsters and love in 
the Florida Keys. With Bogart and 
Bacall. At 10 Bailey Hall, USM 
Gorham: June 22, 7 pm. 
tures; June 18, 1 pm, "Niagara,· 
Marilyn plays the faithless wife, 
plotting to kill her husband; June 
19, 10 am, "Don't Bother to 
Knock," Marilyn plays a deranged 
baby-sitter who threatens to kill 
her charge; 12 pm, "Let's Make 
Love," Marilyn's in love with a 
multi-millionaire played by Yves 
. Montand and at 2 pm Howard 
Hawk's "Gentlemen Prefer 
Blonds·. Jane Russell and Marilyn 
look for rich hubbies in Paris. If 
you don't have a VCR, hope it 
rains. 
J.R. Flanagan's, 144 Main, 
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Disney's classic (G). At the Cam-
pus Center, USM Portland: June 
21,7pm. 
BeetleJuice Michael Keaton 
plays the ghoul (PG). At Prides 
Corner Drive-In, Westbrook: Fri-
Sun, 8:40 pm. 
Last Emperor Bertolucci's epic 
of the last emperor of the Qing 
Dynesty in China (pG-13). At Cin-
ema City, Westbrook: 8 with week-
end mat at 2. 
Moon.truck Tales and woes of 
Brooklyn Family (PG). At Cinema 
City, Westbrook: 7:15, 9:15 with 
weekend mats at 1 :15,3:15. 
Polica Academy IV How much 
Mr. Goodbar, Old Orchard 
Beach. June 16-18, The Upset-
ters. 934-9285. 
more can you take? (R). At Prides 
Corner Drive·ln, Westbrook: Fri-
Sun, 10 pm. 
Raoul'., 865 Forest, Portland. 
Big Tom Hank s plays a 12 year 
old set loose in a grown man's 
body (PG). At the Maine Mall Cin-
emas: 1, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40. 
Big Buslhes. Bette Midler and 
Lily Tomlin play two sets of identi-
cal twins. Great effects (PG). At 
the Maine Mall Cinemas: 1, 3, 5, 
7,9. 
Bill Durham Baseball and sex. 
With Susan Saran don and Kevin 
Costner (R). At the Nickelodeon: 
1:10, 6:45, 9:15 with extra week-
end mat at 3:30. 
Coming Attraction of the 
Week Bob Hoskins, who starred 
in "Mona Lisa" and "The Lonely 
Passion of Judith Hearne" tries his 
hand at comedy. "Who Framed 
Roger Rabbit?" combines film and 
animation to tell the tale of Roger 
Rabbit, a cartoon character, who 
has been framed for the murder of 
his director and hires cheap 
detective (Hoskins) to help him out 
of the jam. Special effects are dy-
namite. 
Crocodile Dundee II Mick 
Dundee escapes NY and returns to 
Australia for more adventures 
(PG). At the Maine Mall Cinemas: 
12:45, 3, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45. 
The Funeral Japanese film 
about a family who worships tech-
nology as much as they do their 
ancestors. At The Movies: June 
15-18,7 and 9:15 pm with weekend 
mat at 1. 
Poltergeist III Demons are im· 
mortal (PG-13). At the Nick-
elodeon: 12:55, 7, 9:30 with extra 
weekend mat at 4, and at Cinema 
City, Westbrook: 7:15, 9:15 with 
weekend mats at 1 :15,3:15. 
Pre.ldlo Sean Connery and Mark 
Harmon team up to solve a murder 
(R). At the Nickelodeon: 12:45, 
6:30, 9 with extra weekend mat at 
3:15, and at Cinema City, West-
brook: 7, 9 with weekend mats at 
1,3. 
Rambo III Sly keeps on knock-
ing them dead (R). At the Nick-
elodeon: 1 :40, 7:20, 9 :50 with ex-
tra weekend mat at 4:15 and at 
Cinema City, Westbrook: 7:15, 
9:15 with weekend mats at 1,3. 
Red Heat Arnold Schwarze neg-
ger and Jim Belushi in a comedy 
about a Soviet cop 
(Schwarzenegger) looking for the 
U.S.S.R.'s most wanted criminal 
(R). At the Nickelodeon: 12:55, 7, 
9:30 with extra weekend mat 
at 3:40. 
River'. Edge Frightening tale 
about teenagers who are covering 
up a murder (R). At The Movies: 
June 22-24, 7, 9; June 25, 1, 7, 9. 
Sherlock Holme. Basil Rath-
borne stars in "Terror by Night" and 
"Dressed to Kill· June 18, 2:30 pm 
on MPBN. 
Trag.dy of a Rldiculou. 
Man Bertolucci's drama of a man 
who looses his son to kidnappers. 
Perhaps ... (PG). At The Movies: 
June 18,3:15; June 19, 3:15, 7, 
9:15: June 20·21. 7. 9:15. 
Whit. MI.chlef Sex, scandal 
and murder in Colonial Kenya (R). 
At the Nickelodeon: 1 :30, 7:10, 
9:50 with extra weekend mat 
at 3:50. 
Funny Farm City slickers es-
Willow Ron Howard and George 
Lucas are at it again (PG). At the 
Maine Mall Cinemas: 1 :30, 4, 
7,9:35. 
cape to Vermont. With Chevy 
Chase (PG). At the Maine Mall Cin-
emas: 1 :15, 3:20, 5:25, 9:45 and 
at the Evening Star, Main St., 
Brunswick: 7, 9:05. 
• r.commend .... turning on the 
VCR this weekend to tape Marilyn 
Monroe. Channel 51 will be show-
ing five films, including a couple 
rare ones: June 17, 8 pm, "The 
Seven Year Itch," Billy Wilder's 
comedy about an average Joe's 
(Tom Ewell) adulterous adven-
June 16, delta blues with Rory 
Block; June 17-18, Papa John 
Creach, violin player with Jeffer-
son Starship and other hot acts; 
June 19, reggae with the Dani 
Tribesmen; June 22, the country 
sounds of Freddie Fender. June 
23, Roy Buchanan, said to be the 
world's best electric guitarist. 
773-6886. 
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 
June 16, double bill with Knots and 
Crosses playing Fairport Conven-
tion-style folk-rock and Miss Bliss, 
an all-women eclectic rock band 
from Beantown; June 17-18, Taylor 
Made, 8-piece R&B Motown Re-
view; June 19, All ages graduation 
party with Suburban Underground 
and the winner's of Portland's 
Rock Off, The Trade; June 20-21, 
Dance party with OJ Jah T. No 
Cover; June 22, Darien Brahms 
and Holy Bones; June 23, 
Boston's cutest new wave band, 
The Titantics. 774-1441. 
Marble Bar, 51 York, Portland. 
June 16 and every Thu, Wild 
Turkey; June 17-18, The Wave-
breakers; June 19, live oldies with 
The Mobb; June 22, the Sound 
Kings play roots rock reggae. 
773-5516. 
Geno'., 13 Brown, Portland. 761-
2506(Listings Mon) 
Port Rendevous(formally 
Amigo's) 9 Dana, Portland. 772-
0772. (Listings Monday) 
Dry Dock, 84 Commercial, Port-
-land. June 17-18, R&B from 
Boston with Little Frankie and the 
Premiers. 774-3550. 
Hor.efeather., 193 Middle, 
Portland. June 16, Opposite 
Direction; June 17-18, Robin Lane 
returns; June 19, jazz in the after-
noon with the Tim Sessions Quar-
tet; June 21, Tom Pirizolli; June 
22, A.T. McHugh; June 23, Who 
Knows. 773-3501. 
Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton, 
Portland. June 16, Rock in a Hard 
Place; June 17-19, Breakdown; 
June 20-22, the Jensons. 
774-0444. 
Home Again First Stage 
Production of the play by Payne 
Rattner. Directed by Howard 
Rosenfield. Maine Writers Center, 
190 Mason, Brunswick. June 16-
18 at 8 pm. Tickets $6. 729-6333. 
Shakespeare's The Taming of 
The Shrew. A Studio Theater 
Production at The Center for The 
Arts, Chocolate Church, Bath. 
June 17-19 and 24-26. Showtime is 
at 8 pm Fri-Sat, Sun at 2 pm. For 
more information, call 442-8455. 
Homesteaders Nina Shengold's 
contemporary drama about an 
Alaskan fishing village. June 23-26 
and June 28-July 2 at 8 pm; June 
26, July 2-3 at 2 pm. USM Summer 
Theatre. Russell Hall, Gorham 
Campus. Tickets $7-$11 . For more 
information, call 780-5458. 
Sugar Babies Maine State Music 
Thealer production at the Pickard 
Theater, Memorial Hall, Bowdoin 
College in Brunswick through June 
26. Showtime is 2 pm on Wed, Fri 
and Sun; Tue-Sat at 8 pm. Tickets 
$10-$19. For more information, call 
725-8769. 
The Nerd Comedy about Vietnam 
vet who is visited by the man who 
saved his life. Guess what? The 
guy's a nerd. Through July II.The 
Theater Project, School St. in 
Brunswick. Showtime is 8 pm. 
Tickets $6-$8. For more informa-
tion, call 729-8584. 
Poetry and fine art performed 
on stage. Sound poet Anne Witten 
and performance artist Alyson Pou 
perform at the Theater of Fantasy, 
50 Danforth, Portland on June 18. 
Showtime is 7 and 9 pm. Tickets 
$8. For more information, call 
775-5957. 
The Unlver.al Riddle and 
Fldo Speak. Two original plays 
by D. Travis Stewart. At the Tree 
Cafe, June 26·27 at 6 pm. $2. For 
more information, call 774-1441. 
Casco Bay Mov.r. studio show 
LB'. Pub, Rt 302, N Windham. 
June 16, rock and roll with Stevie 
and the Blackouts; June 17-18, 
Rumors; June 23, Doug & Leah. 
892-8923. 
at Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM 
Portland. June 17. Showtime is 7 
pm. $2 donation suggested. For 
more information, call 871·1013. 
Mu.lc from Ireland traditional 
accord ian and fiddle music per-
formed by Joe Burke and Seamus 
Connolly at the Portland Perform-Geno'., 13 Brown, Portland. June 
16, on tour from NYC, psychedelic 
rock with the Black Orchids; June 
17.18 Sounds from Boston. Fri, 
Stop Calling Me Frank, Piranha 
/ 
ing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave. 
June 24. Showtime is 8 pm. Tick-
ets $10. For more information call 
774-0465. ' 
It'. Summer and the Beach Boys 
are playing the The Ballpark, Old 
Orchard Beach on June 18. 
Showtime is 2 pm. Tickets $17.50 
In advance, $18.50 the day of the 
show. For more information call 
775-3331. ' 
Oktoberfe.t German tunes per· 
formed in full lederhosen attire. At 
Mill Creek Park, S Portland on 
June 22. Showtime is 7 pm. Free. 
For more information, call 
774-0465. 
Portland Mus.um of Art 
Seven Congress Square, Portland. 
Oils and watercolors by Beatrice 
Whitney Van Ness through June 
26. Opening June 18, The Portland 
Museum of Art Collection since 
1983. Hours: Tue·Sat, 10-5; Sun, 
12-5; Free Thu, 5-9. 775-6148. 
Dahlov Ipcar Paintings at Cen· 
ter for the Arts, 804 Washington 
B~th, through July 16. Hours: Tue: 
FrI, 10-4; Sat, 12-4.442-8455. 
Mon.t.r. and Angel.: An 
Isolated Vision . Paintings by 
Michael Waterman at Gallery 127 
127 Middle, Portland, through July 
6. Hours: Mon·Sat, 10-6; Thu, 10-
8. 773-3317. 
Larry Hayden Recent paintings 
at Dea~ Velentgas Gallery, 60 
Hampshire, Portland, through July 
10. Hours: Thu, 5-9 pm; Sat-Sun, 
1-5 pm. 772-2042. 
Central America: Faces of In-
nocence Photographs by Joseph 
L. Kievett at Portland Public li-
brary, 5 Monument Square, Port-
land, through June 29. Hours: li-
brary hours. 773-4761. 
Terry McKelvey Acrylic and 
gouache paintings at Thomas 
Memorial Library, 6 Scott Dyer, 
Cape Elizabeth, through June 18. 
Hours: Mon-Sat, 9-5, Tue and 
Thu, 9-9. 
David Cedrone Paintings at The 
Good Egg Cafe, 705 Congress, 
Portland, through June. Hours: 
breakfast. 
Fre.h Paint Recent work by five 
Maine artists opens June 21 at the 
Baxter Gallery, Portland School of 
Art, ?19 Congress, Portland. 
Opening reception from 6-8 pm. 
Hours: Mon-Fri, 10-4. Free. 
Graphic Artl.t Jack Welch 
shows his work on the wall at Raf-
fle's Cafe Bookstore, 555 
Congress, Portland. Through 
July 11. 
Suzanne Stohlman Black and 
white photography at Fretz & 
Young, Four City Center, Portland, 
through June 14. Hours: Mon-Fri, 
10-6; Sat, 10-5. 761-4550. 
Pott.ry by Melissa Greene at The 
Plains Gallery, 28 Exchange, 
Portland ,through June 30. 
774-7500. 
Fre.eoform glass sculpture by 
Nell Duman at Stein Glass Gallery 
20 Milk, Portland ,through June 29: 
Hours: Mon-Sat, 11-5:30. 
772-9072. 
Recent C.ramlc. by Lucy 
Breslin, Mark Johnson, Martha 
Winston at Nancy Margolis 
Gallery, 367 Fore, Portland, 
through June. Hours: Mon-Sat,10-
9; Sun, 11-5. 775-3822. 
Summer Selection. works by 
up-and-coming artists at USM Area 
Gallery, Campus Center, Portland, 
through July 30. Hours: Mon-Fri, 8 
am-l0 pm. 780·4090. 
Pat Franklin, Rebbecca 
Good~le, Jill Hoy. Pastels, 
tapestrses and oils at the Congress 
Square Gallery, 594 Congress, 
Portland, through July 2. Hours: 
Mon·Sat, 10-6. 774-3369. 
The Main. Scene of a Bygone 
Day Paintings by Bill Paxton at 
The Art Gallery At Six Deering 
Portland, through June. Hours: 
Tue-Sat, 11-5.772-9605. 
Th. Art Gallery At Six Deering, 
Portland. Watercolors by Portland 
artist by William J. Dow. Hours: 
Tue-Sat, 11-5. 772-9605. 
Katerlna Wesllen fiber artist 
cu.rrently on display at the PMA. 
Slrde presentation and lecture of 
her work at Maine Writers Center 
190 Mason , Brunswick. June 24 
at .1:30 pm. Sponsored by the 
Union of Maine Visual Artists. 
Free. For more information, call 
729·6333. 
Outdoor .culpture show at the 
Institute for Advanced Thinking, 
22 Salmond, Belfast. Maine 
sc~lptors and in the gallery, 
paintings by Maine artists. June 1-
Nov 1. Free. 
Maine Art. Commls.lon 
Individual Artists Program. Artists' 
~pplication due July 1 (pending 
final approval). For more 
information, call 289-2724. 
National Endowment for 
the Arts deadlines for ensembles 
Uazz, chamber music, new music 
and choruses) July 15; for 
ensembles (composer in 
residence, orchestras) July 29' 
fellowships for playwrights' 
deadline June 30. For mor~ 
information, call 202-682-5445 for 
music, 202-682-5425 for theater. 
Common Ground Country 
Fair, sponsored by the Maine Or-
ganic Farmers and Gardeners As· 
sociation, is still looking for two 
people to help get the festivities 
under way: a volunteer coordinator 
assistant and a chairperson for the 
Clean-up/Set-up Committee. One 
evening a montll until September. 
For more information, call the Cen-
ter for Voluntary Action at 
874-1015. 
Back Cove Family Day Bax-
ter Blvd, Portland. Music, carnival 
games, races and loads of fun. -
June 19, 11 am-4 pm. Free. For 
more information, call 775·5451 
x300. 
Designer Showcase '88 con-
tinues at StoneRidge, Route 77, 
Scarborough. Sponsored by the 
PSO Women's Committee. This 
week's events include weaving 
demonstrations, go~ clinics and a 
discussion on collecting antiques. 
All events free with house tour 
ticket. For more information call 
767·4542. ' 
The Pr.ble Street Resource 
Center in Portland is looking for 
volunteers to help with its break-
fast program. Help provide a valu-
able service to homeless and low-
income people. Hours are Mon·Fri, 
8-9:30 am. For information, call the 
Center for Voluntary Action 
874-1015. ' 
Pla.tlc. in the Marine Environ-
~ent Display illustrates how plas-
tiCS threaten wildlife and pose a vi-
sual blight along the Maine Coast. 
Maine Coastal Program put to-
gether the exhibit at the L.L.Bean 
Retail Store, Freeport. Through 
June 25. Free. For more informa-
tion, call 289-3261. 
Pax Chrl.t1 In.tltut. at 
Diocesan Retreat Center, St. Hy-
acinth Church, Westbrook. Lec-
tures and workshops on Catholi-
cism and peace, the Irish Project, 
Central America and more. June 
27-30. Call for registration 
information, 767-4193. 
Nicaragua Slide presentation 
and talk is being offered at the 
monthly meeting of Veterans for 
Peace at the Westbrook Warren 
Congregational Church, 810 Main 
St, Wes~brook. Free and open to 
the publrc. For more information 
call 797-2770. ' 
The Family Crl.l. Center in 
Portland is looking for an on-call 
female volunteer to be available 
one night a week or one weekend 
every month to assist staff re-
spond to crisis. Own transporta-
tion. Formal training is provided. 
For more information, call the Cen-
ter for Voluntary Action, 874-1015. 
Regional Wa.te System. Full 
Board Meeting at Public Works 
Building, 55 Portland, Portland. 
June 16. For more information call 
775-5451. ' 
City Council Meeting at City 
Council Chamber, Portland City 
Hall. June 20. For more informa-
tion, call 775-5451. 
Maine Animal Sanctuary is 
raising money to build a sheHer for 
abandoned animals. Yard Sale 
June 18, 8 am-3:30 pm at 66 Glen-
wood, Port;and. For more informa-
tion, call 773·5054. 
Peace Vigil every Wed at noon 
in Monument Square, Portland. 
A.ian Women and Feml. 
nlsm Panel discussion pre-
sented by Greater Portland NOW 
at the Portland YWCA, 87 Spring, 
Portland. Speakers will discuss 
their experiences in both their 
former homelands and in the USA 
with a focus on race and sex. 
June 28, 7:30 pm. For more in-
formation, call 926-3657. 
Preservation Choices for 
the Community Panel dis· 
cussion with Deborah Andrews 
Charles Calhoun, Roger Conover: 
John Carpenter. Sponsored by 
the Yarmouth Historical SOCiety. 
At the Yarmouth High School 
Cafeteria on June 23, 7:30 pm. 
Free. For more information call 
846·6259. ' 
CItizen. Right. and Re. 
.pon.lbllltle. will be the topiC 
of the lecture offered at the World 
Affairs Council's Annual Meeting. 
Open to the public. Temple Beth 
EI, 400 Deering, Portland. June 
23, 6:30 pm. Free. For more in-
formation, call 780-4552. 
Robert Parker of Spenser 
fame will autograph copies of his 
latest novel, "Crimson Joy,· at 
Bookland, Northgate Shopping 
Center, Portland. June 18 
3- 4 pm. Free. ' 
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Every Crowd ha. a Sliver 
Lining: Life and Times of P.T. 
Barnum at Bailey Hall, USM, 
Gorham. Lecture given by Draper 
Hunt, USM History Department. 
Just when you thought it was 
safe to go back to the Civic Cen-
ter. June 16, 7 pm. Free. For more 
information, call 780-4076. 
Chrl.toph.r Fahy, author of 
"One Day in the Short Happy Life 
of Anna Banana," will read from 
his work at the Maine Writers 
Center, 190 Mason, Brunswick. 
June 22, 7:30 pm. Free. For more 
information, call 729-6333. 
Copln!l a~d Caring: Living With 
Alzheimer s Disease. Marilyn 
Paige will address the whole spec-
t~~m of the disease: its symptoms, 
irving With the disease, statistics, 
research and resources for help. 
At the Medical Staff Memorial 
Auditorium, Mercy Hospital, Port-
land. June 22 at 2 pm. Free. For 
more information, call 879-3486. 
Aikido at Cathedral of the Immac· 
ulate ConceJ?tion, 307 Congress, 
Portla.nd .. Galn strength, flexibility, 
coordination, balance, relaxation 
and concentration. Come observe 
a class. Free trial class. Tue, Thu, 
and Sat. $40/month. For more in-
formation, call Lifeline at 
780-4170. 
Ca.co Bay Mover. Summer 
Session at Portland School of 
Ballet, 341 Cumberland, Portland. 
Jazz dance classes. Nine-week 
session begins June 27. For more 
information, call 871-1013. 
Portland School of Ballet'. 
Master Classes. Registration July 
2, 10 am-12 noon. At the School of 
Ballet, 341 Cumberland, Portland. 
For more information, call 
772·9671. 
Energy Low? Enerjoy offers 
classes at noon in the Public 
Safety Building and in the 
evenings at the Reiche School, 
Riverton Community Center, and in 
Falmouth, Freeport, Gorham, 
Scarborough and Yarmouth. All 
summer. All times. $4 per class. 
For more information, call 
797·0484. 
Lifeline Body.hop at USM 
Portland, Campus Gymnasium, 
Falmouth st. Supervised resis-
tance weight training and cardio-
vascular fitness. Ongoing. For 
more information, call 780-4170. 
Summer Swim. at Portland 
YMCA, 70 Forest, Portland. 
C,lasses for all ages. Session be-
gins June 27. Prices are reason-
able. For more information call 
874-1111. ' 
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Foster Grandparents is looking 
for palient, loving men and women 
over 60 years of age to help staff 
meet the needs of exceptional 
children and children with special 
needs. Duties are caring ones. 
Commitment is 20 hours per week 
for a year. Transportation, a meal, 
insurance and an annual physical 
are among the benefits. For more 
information, contact the Center for 
Voluntary Action at 874-1015. 
The AIDS Project, 48 Deering, 
Portland, lists many support 
groups for PWAs and the lovers, 
caregivers and friends of PWAs 
around Portland. For more 
information, call 774-6877. 
Women In the Trades support 
group meets the third Sunday of 
the month. For more information, 
call 797-4801 after 4 pm. 
Meditation for Women every 
Wed at the Quaker Meeting House, 
Forest Ave in Portland. Guided 
meditation and ritual. For more in-
formation, contact the Feminist 
Spiritual Community at 773-2294. 
Psychic Development Class 
at the Portland Spiritual Church, 
180 Sawyer, S Portland. Every Fri-
day at 7:30 pm. Free. For more in-
formation, call 926-4580. 
Parents Anonymous is seek-
ing volunteers. Professional and 
qualified non-professional group 
facilitators to work with parents on 
a weekly basis. Meetings focus on 
building successful coping strate-
gies and self-esteem through the 
discussion of parenting concerns, 
problem solving and nurturing sup-
port. For more information, contact 
the Center for Voluntary Support at 
874-1015. 
Solstice Celebration at New 
Routes in Harpswell. Tai Chi, 
meditation, canoeing and kayak-
ing. June 17-19. $275. For more 
information, call 729-7900. 
Blrdwalk at Mackworth Island in 
Falmouth led by the Maine 
Audubon Society. Meet in the 
parking lot at 7 am. June 18. Free. 
For more information, call 
781-2330. 
More birdwalking at USM Port-
land. Meet in the Back Bay parking 
lot at the corner of Falmouth St ex-
tension and Baxter Blvd. June 22 
at 6:30 am. Free. For more 
information, call 780-4076. 
Sit 'n Switch Paddling Lessons 
on the Royal River in Yarmouth. 
Relax and canoe. Offered by l.l. 
Bean. June 21 and 28,7-8:30 pm. 
$10. For more information, call 
865-4761 x7800. 
Guided nature walks and ca-
noe tours at Scarborough Marsh 
Nature Center, Pine Point Rd, 
Scarborough. Open to the public 
daily. June 15 through Labor Day, 
9:30-5 :30 pm. For more informa-
tion, call 883-5100. 
Sea Kayak Lesson on the 
Royal River, Yarmouth. Basic pad-
dling techniques for the new pad-
dler. Saturdays through the sum-
mer. $10. Offered by L.L. Bean. 
For more information, call 865-
4761 x7800. 
Whalewatch with the Maine ~ 
Audubon Society. Trip to the 
whaling waters of Jeffrey's Ledge, 
located 30 miles off the coast of 
NH; leaves from Kennebunkport. 
June 25. $20 memberl$24 non-
member. For more information, call 
781-2330. 
Introductory Canoe Lesson 
on the Royal River, Yarmouth. l.l. 
Bean offers a 2-hour session em-
phasizing basic canoeing tech-
niques every Sunday through the 
summer. $10. For more informa-
tion, call 865-4761 x7800. 
Cornerstone Geology Walking 
tour of Portland on June 25. Dis-
cover the incredible variety of 
rocks and minerals that constitute 
a city's buildings and streets. Pro-
gram offered by the Maine 
Audubon Society. Make reserva-
tions now. $8 memberl$10 nO,l-
member. For more information, call 
781-2330. 
Low nde Walk at Kettle Cove in 
Cape Elizabeth. The Gulf of Maine 
Aquarium's education director will 
lead the walk. Learn about the ma-
rine animals and plants found 
along the shore. June 24, 12:30-
1 :30 pm. $3. Reservations re-
quired, 772-2321. 
Sea Kayaklng Day Trip at New 
Routes in Harpswell. For begin-
ners. Spend a day exploring the 
tidal waters of the New Meadows 
River. July 2. $501$40 with own 
kayak. For more information, call 
729-7900. 
Fourth Annual Sallboard Day 
at Sebago Lake on July 3. Women 
Outdoors offers instruction for be-
ginners. $30 sailboard rental. 
Reservations required, call 
833-5053. 
Watch the Lakers die. Game 
5, 9 pm. Game 6, 3:30 pm. Game 
7, 9 pm. All televised on CBS. 
Maine Phillies at The Ballpark 
in Old Orchard Beach. Phillies play 
Nashville, June 16-17, 7:05 pm; 
Buffalo, June 18-20, 7:05 pm, Sun 
at 2:05; Indianapolis, June 21-22, 
7:05 pm. $4-$5. For more informa-
tion, call 800-292-4441. 
Basketball at Riverton Commu-
nity Center, 1600 Forest, Portland. 
Drop in. Tue and Thu at 6 pm. 
Free. For more information, call 
775-5451 x300. 
Volleyball at Reiche Community 
Center, 166 Brackett, Portland. 
Drop in. Tue and Thu at 6 pm. Free. 
For more information, call 
775-5451 x300. 
Tennis lessons at Deering Oaks 
Park in Portland. Instruction for 
beginners and intermediate play-
ers. Classes begin the end of 
June. $20 youth, $30 adult. For 
more information, call Portland Rae 
at 775-5451 x300. 
Track Instruction being 
offered by Portland Recreation 
beginning the end of June. For 
more jnformation, call 775-5451 
x300. 
Golf at Deering High, Westerly 
Ways Driving Range, and River-
side Golf Course in Portland. In-
struction for 8-18 year aids. June 
27.July 7. Beginners, $20; inter-
mediate $50; advanced $60. For 
more information, call Portland Rae 
at 775-5451 x300. 
Soccer at Reiche Center, Brack-
ett, Portland. Six-week recre-
ational program. Ages 10-12 on 
Mon and Wed starts June 27. Ages 
13-14 on Tue and Thu starts June 
28. Free. For more information, call 
Portland Rae at 775-5451 x300. 
Watercolor Butterflies , 
Fabric Painting and Easy 
Needlecraft are the classes being 
offered during the month of June at 
the Children's Resource Center, 
741 Stevens, Portland. Tue-Thu. 
$1 per class. For more information, 
call 797-0525. 
Theater Arts Workshop at the 
Theater of Fantasy, 50 Danforth, 
Portland. Four sessions for 
children ages 8-12. June 27-30, 9 
am-12 noon. Taught by John Sac-
cone. $50. For more information, 
call 761-2508. 
Land of Giants at the Pine Tree 
Shopping Center, Brighton Ave, 
Portland. Children'S Museum's di-
nosaur exhibit through Sept 11. 
Portland Recreation is offering 
several sporting programs this 
summer. See u SPORT. For more 
information, call 775-5451 x300. 
For Bigger People The Chil-
dren's Museum is looking for vol-
unteers to help out at the Land of 
Giants exhibit as ticket takers, 
store salespeople and monitors. 
Time commitment is two days a 
week, two hours a day. Call the 
Center for Voluntary Action at 874-
1015 for more information. 
Stories, Song, and Puppets 
at the Parish House of the First 
Congregational Church, Black 
Point Rd, Scarborough. Rick 
Charette, songster, and Ann 
Davidson, storyteller and pup-
peteer, present a children's pro-
gram sponsored by the Scarbor-
ough Public Library. June 20. Free 
with ticket available at the library. 
For more information, call 
883-4723. 
Vaudeville Revue at Chocolate 
Church, 804 Washington, Bath. 
Fun for all, especially the little 
people. June 29, 6:30 pm. For 
more information, call 442-8455. 
Star Gazing for all ages at 
Southworth Planetarium, 96 Fal-
mouth, Portland. Wed, Fri and Sun 
at 7:30 pm. Special shows for 
groups can be arranged. $2.50 
adultl$I.50 child. For more infor-
mation, call 780-4249. 
Bedknobs and Broomsticks 
Disney's classic is being shown in 
the College Room, Campus Center, 
USM Portland. June 2t. Free. For 
more information, call 780-4076. 
Flicks at Portland Public Library, 
Monument Square. Every Sat at 
10:30 am. Free. For more informa-
tion, call 7734761. 
Summer Film Program at 
Falmouth Memorial Library, 5 Lunt 
Rd. Every Thu through Aug 4. 
Free. For more information, call 
781-2351. 
Garfield's "Reading Is My 
Life" program at the Portland 
Public Library. Main library and , 
branches. Sign up for summer 
reading program during library 
hours on June 22-25. Program in-
cludes visits from clowns and 
cooking demonstrations. Fun and 
books, what more could you ask 
for? Free. For more information, 
call 773-4761. 
Storl.s and Fun at Prince 
Memorial Library in Cumberland. 
Wed for 2-3 year aids. Thu for 3-5 
year aids. Free. For more informa-
tion, call 829-3180. 
Preschool Story Hour contin-
ues year-round at the Baxter 
Memorial Library in Gorham. Tue-
Wed 10:30-11:30 am. Free. For 
more information, call 839-4635. 
PAL Program at the S Portland 
Public Library, 482 Broadway. Pic-
nic lunch and stories. Registration 
on June 21. Program starts June 
28. Free. For more information, call 
799-2204. 
Summer Reading Club at 
Falmouth Memorial Library, 5 Lunt 
Rd. Children in kindergarten 
through grade 5 will read 12 books. 
Party Aug 17 for those completing 
the program. Free. For more 
information, call 781-2351. 
Day Camps The Portland YMCA 
(874-1111) and YWCA (874-1130) 
offer day camps for children be-
'ginning the last week in June. 
Experience 
the pleasure 
of our Papasan chair 
Papasans $139.99 
with cushion 







334 Forest Avenue, Portland (Exit 68 off Interstate 295) 




We Now Carry 
Larger Size Indoor Foliage Plants 
Plenty of flowering baskets. 
New Shipments of Austrian Pine, Colorado Blue Spruce, 
ArbolVitae Cedar, Juniper, Euonymus, Potentilla, and 
Burning Bush, 
ww Pr~es· Quani!y Discounts Avaihble on 3 or more. 
Since 1950 and 
Still Growing 
; S 1640 Bmadway ~BrOadWay • ~-:., Gardens 
"'-!.'- So. Portland 
772-0415 
From turnpike, use So. Portland Exit 
EallY, 
a nieghborhood tavern 
with the activity of 
the Old Port. 
Homemade foods 
Fresh Dough Pizzas 
and Calzooes 
T-Bone Steaks 
Game Room for 
Dart Players 
Man-Sat 11:00 am. -1:00 am 
Sundays Noon-Midrught 
Food Served 11am-11pm 
330 FORE STREET 
PORTLAND, MAINE 04101 
772·5656 
THE FUN STARTS HERE 
Save up to 
$400 
IT. 'a 0 A on 1987 sailboards 
~d;;CIhecI 
bike 
LESSONS RENTALS DEMOS 
315 Marginal Way, Portland 775-5117 
Tontine Mall, Brunswick 725-8930 
SOUND? POETRY? 
Sound poetry 
Sound poetry. Poetry. 
Sound. 
Noise. Sound poetry. Mu-
sic. Sound. Sound poetry. 
Poetry. Sound. Sound. 
Sounds. Poetry. Music. 
Sound. 
Imagine this spoken as a 
poem, as a song. 
Read it again. Rhythm. 
Now forget about the 
words. • What you've just read is 
not sound poetry. I'm not a 
poet and sound poetry can-
not be read. 
Sound poetry is sound -
freed from the context 'of 
language and melody - and 
given meaning in the asso-
ciations of consciousness. 
It has to be performed to 
be understood; sounds are 
not sounds when read on a 
page. 
But what you'll hear Satur-
day night at the Theater of 
Fantasy is sound poetry. 
IIIfYour Body Were All the 
Stars," written by Anne Wit-
ten, will be performed by 
Witten, Colleen Donovan, 
Christine Winter and Debo-
rah Rule at 7 and 9 pm June 
18 at the Theater of Fantasy 
in Portland. Alyson Pou, a 
New York Performance art-
ist, will also perform. 
Witten has been writing 
and performing sound po-
etry for 20 years. She started 
in New York, inspired by the 
artists of the time who were 
taking poetry off the page 
and bringing it to the stage. 
Sound poetry is rooted in 
the tradition of oral litera-
ture, which dates back to the 
times before the printing 
press, before transcribing 
monks and even before 
Homer. Witten claims that 
poetry as we know it, as 
words on a page to be read or 
spoken aloud, is a relatively 
recent development in the 
evolution of hterature. The 
news, the history and the 
tales of people, used to be 
passed by word of mouth. 
The works of Homer and 
other e~ly poets attestto this. 
But Homer always had a 
story to tell. Some modern 
sound poetry is nothing more 
than a collection of sounds. 
Jackson Macl,ow, a sound 
poet who lives in New York, 
uses chance operations -
rules for extracting letters 
from pages of text ~ to select 
letters tnat he then arranges 
on a page to be read up, 
down, diagonally, any which 
waybutconventionally. The 
letters are read, or the sounds 
of the letters are uttered. No 
words are formed unless by 
chance.lcouldn'treadit.And 
I couldn't imagine this would 
be much to listen to. And 
when I heard it, I heard 
sounds - no words, no mel-
ody. 
Charles Stein, a sound poet 
who wrote his dissertation 
on the thepoetCharles Olsen, 
uses sounds and phonemes 
rather than just letters. The 
text of his poetry is even more 
unintel1i!7ible to the eye than 
MacLow s letters, but the 
sounds are more meaningful 
in performance. He bikes 
recourse to rhythm and mel-
ody. His poetry has a persis-
tence that lulls you into a 
peaceful space. Still, the writ-
ten text is difficult to com-
prehend. 
Witten's poetry makes use 
of entire words. 
I found this relieving. She 
went on to tell me about one 
of her early poems, "Stone 
Water," which used only 
those two words. She began 
to perform the poem, repeat-
ing the two words over and 
over again. I heard "stone 
water" and imagined water 
running over stones in a 
stream. I had a complete 
image. I thought to myself, 
'''Okay, I get the point. That's 
enough, thank you." 
But she persisted and I lis-
tened. As I continued to hear 
the words the sounds took 
on new meanings. I saw 
stones in many shal?es and in 
different places. I Ima~ined 
water in glasses, as ram, in 
oceans. Tne images merged. 
I saw Maine's rocky coast. I 
imagined pebbles in a glass 
of Perrier. The meaning I 
began to divine came out of 
my stubborn mind, from my 
memories being coaxed by 
the sounds and the associa-
tions I was making. 
Witten's words conveyed 
meaning although the words 
remained outside the struc-
ture of lan~age. The poem 
had a startmg point, not in 
mere sounds, not in bare 
rhythm and melody, but in 
the phrasing and repetition 
of words. ButunliketIleusual 
recital of a poem - brought to 
life by the reader's interpre-
tation - sound poetry comes 
off the page and out of the 
context onanguage. Words 
and their meanings evolve in 
your own mind. 
What you hear Saturday 
night and what! hear may be 
different. As the audience, 
we may actively participate 
in the poem, but we are not 
the poets. The poem is 
Witten's. Hear for yourself. 
Ann Sitomer is Listings editor at 
Casco Bay Weekly. Her tastes in art 
and poetry have yet to enter the20th 
century. 
Anne Witten (left) with Cb.rlsdna Winter, Colleen Donovan 
and Deborah Rule, 
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Play it again ... and again 
Hit songs are being recycled 
so furiously that some days you 
can't tell the oldies stations from 
the Top 40 spinners. 
Dormant careers have been 
revived, new acts established 
and venerable songs returned 
to the airwaves as redone hits 
dominate the charts. 
Natalie Cole scores her first 
top 10 smash in 11 years by 
reworking Bruce Springsteen's 
"Pink Cadillac." Teen sensation 
Tiffany explodes on the scene 
with a Tommy James song, '1 
Think We're Alone Now," and 
then a rendition of the Beatles' 
"I Saw Her Standing There" ( 
with the "her" switched to 
"him"). 
Some remakes have come 
close to equaling, if not sur-
passing the earlier hit. Otis 
Redding's widow praised Mi-
chael Bolton for his sterling 
treatment of "Sit tin' On The 
Dock Of The Bay." The Pet Shop 
Boys certainly provided a dif-
ferent slant on Willie Nelson's 
"Always On My Mind." 
The trend hasn't been limited 
to pop. Ronnie McDowell en-
listed Conway Twitty for his 
version ofTwitty's '50s anthem 
"It's Only Make Believe." Ron-
nie Van Shelton did such a 
breathtaking job on "Life 
Turned Her That Way" that 
many forget Mel Tillis' fine 
earlier rendition. 
Ricky Skaggs and Dwight 
Yoakam are "new traditional-
ists" who have tapped classics 
from mentors Bill Monroe, 
Stonewall Jackson and Elvis 
Presley. Hank Williams Jr. did 
a wonderfully unorthodox 
version of Fats Waller's" Ain't 
Misbehavin" and scored a No. 
1 country hit. 
Many rap songs are quasi-
remakes, since they feature 
fragments and snippets of past 
hits either filtered underneath 
a primary lyric or used as ac-
companiment to the rap and/ 
or supplemental melody. 
But when everyone from 
Buster Poindexter to Glen 
Campbell cuts updated treat-
ments of old numbers, things 
have gotten out of hand. 
The remake phenomenon 
isn't new. The early days of the 
first British Invasion of the' 60s 
saw a wave of groups doing 
old R&B, from the Beatles with 
"Twist and Shout" (first done 
by the Isley Brothers) to the 
Dave Clark Five copying the 
Contours' "Do You Love Me" 
and the Searchers redoing old 
Clovers songs. 
The Rolling Stones got their 
start as an R&B/blues cover 
band, unearthing and doing 
some songs by Jimmy Reed, 
Don Covay, Irma Thomas and 
several others. 
And at the height of the disco 
era, record producers were 
recycling Broadway show 
tunes, hits from the swing era 
and R&B oldies, turning them 
into lengthy dance numbers 
with multi-track orchestrations, 
booming beats and synthesized 
surroundings. 
But those cases differ mark-
edly from the current spate of 
covers and remakes. The old 
British bands loved American 
music and were trying to repay 
what they felt was their debt to 
the masters. 
Disco producers, club remix-
ers and production wizards at 
least profess admiration for the 
material they're altering, and 
sometimes provide exciting op-
tions to the original. 
This contrasts sharply with 
the current cynicism, lack of 
creativity and refusal in some 
pop circles to accept the new 
music born in urban ghettos 
and dance clubs frequented by 
large groups of Hispanics and 
gays. 
Rather than study and learn 
the innovations of rap and the 
different dance cultures in 
Chicago, Miami and New York, 
hit-happy producers would 
rather take a Motown classic 
and do it one more time. 
If the quotes from Top 40, 
rock and pop radio program 
and music directors in trade 
magaZines are accurate, they'd 
rather air the 99th version of 
"My Guy" sung by whoever 
than try an original song re-
flecting a new pop culture. 
However, music history has 
been a non-ending cycle of 
reaction against status quo. 
If the pattern holds, we're in 
for great music during the next 
decade and into the 21st Cen-
tury. 
Ron Wynn writes about popular 
music for The Commercial Appeal in 
Memphis, Tenn. This remake of his top 
40.0. words comes to you via Scripps 
Howard News Service. 
SOllie things 
never 
B - Arch suppoMS 
naturally 
C - FooIbed absorb. 
snock 
o -Toe grip . .. erClses 
E-Front rim protects 
'diI- ----- E 
Comlort and quality are never out of style. And for 20.0. years Birkenstock 
has consistently delivered both. Our famous footbed IS your assurance 
of comfort. It never changes. For the best of the old and the new, try Blrkenstock. 
You've gone without them long enough. 
-s;n~~ 
~
337 Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101 
207-773-6601 
Huge inventory. Expert fitting. Mail order nationwide. 
'Simply the best place to buy Birkenstock footwear" 
Custom Country Floors 
~
Route 302 Westbrook 





and many other lines 
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Where Quality 
is The Difference 
owned and 
operated by 
Don and Cheryl Goodrich 
Mon thru Fri 9:30-6 Sat 8-5 
Congratulations graduates! Get anew 
We think you deserve credit for all PO NTIAC 
that hard work. That's why we offer the -
GMAC College Graduate Finance Plan and $400 and 
to help put you in new PONTIAC. 
The plan gets you going on your defer your first 
credit history. And it gets you$400 
plus a 90·day deferment ofstart of payment for 
payments. This deferral payment option 90 days 
,s not available in connection with other 
GMAC programs. ~
You've earned your tum at the wheel. And 
we want to help you get it. See us 800n for a 
great deal·and details about the GMAC 
College Graduate Finance Plan. GMAC is an 
Equal Credit Opportunity Company. 
Finance eharget accrue from t.he date ofpurthase. 
SUNDAYMORNING 
JAZZ 
PONTIAC JEEP EAGI£ 
Ac.ross from the Maine Mall 
775-7766 
welZ FM 99 
IntroduCing the SEBASTIAN 
cellular skin care 
system 
Come in for a 
Summer Facial 
ONLY $35 




The Photo Finish 
Maine's only exclusive custom 
black and white processing lab. 
Specializing in: 
I!: Copying old and faded photographs 
Black and white processing and printing 
Internegatives/ B&W prints from colored slides 
10 Exchange St., Rm. 207 • Portland, Maine 04101 • (207)761-5861 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
INTERESTED? 
Call 775·6601 
"SHOW ME A MAN 
EATING AN ARTICHOKE 
AND I'LL SHOW YOU 
WHAT KIND OF LOVER HE IS. 
SHOW ME A WOMAN ENJOYING ONE 
AND I'LL LET YOU IN ON 
THE KIND OF LOVER SHE'D LIKE." 
ANONYMOUS 
18 
The sensual artichoke 
There is something excru-
ciatingly and exhilaratingly 
erotic about eating an articho1ce. 
Think about it Tor a moment. 
It is presented to you firm, 
plump and moist. 
It retains, almost imper-
ceptibly, an aroma from its 
cooking bath of garlic clove, 
lemon and bay leaf. A scent 
fresh and at the same time tan-
talizing. 
The artichoke begins its re-
lationship flirtatiously closed, 
like an interesting woman: 
slightly prickly, prim and pri-
vate. ft sits there on its plate, 
coyly waiting to be opened. 
Then, like a seasoned courte-
san, it willingly allows itself to 
be rid of its outer coverings, 
layer by layer, until finally, it 
exposes its raison d' etre - its 
succulent, convex heart. 
In Renaissance Europe, ar-
tichokes were thought to be an 
aphrodisiac. Indeed; during the 
summer months, Parisian ven-
dors apparently roamed the 
capital describing their offer-
ings as items that would 
"cnauffer les corps, /' eprit et les 
genittiles." Young ladies from 
genteel families were discour-
aged to even look at an arti-
Choke, much less eat one, in 
case their entire bein~s, body 
and soul, would be Inflamed 
with carnal desire like those of 
the notorious Catherine de 
Medici and Madame du Barry. 
To the chagrin of high society, 
both openTy indulged in this 
globe-snaped vegetable on a 
regular basis because it "gave 
pleasure twice." 
Ocean. It was love at first sight 
on my part. But it was only 
recently, when a male friend I 
had known all my life called to 
describe his date the previous 
night, that I discovered the use 
of an artichoke as a barometer 
towards picking a lover. This 
usually collected Portland 
lawyer was babblin~. 
'1 was seduced,' he said, 
"Made love to. And I remained 
fullX clothed." 
, How?" I asked. Journalis-
tically interested only, of course. 
"Over an artichoke. She 
peeled off a leaf, dipped it in 
melted butter, then, dripping, 
raked her teeth ever so slowfy 
over it, at the same time, pull-
ing the leaf out." Discretion and 
libel implications do not allow 
me to go any further with this 
story. 
But I began to think about 
artichokes ill relation to my 
lovers. 
I recall once having a lover 
who attacked artichokes, He 
would pull off several leaves at 
random, usually from the 
middle section of this lowly 
cousin of the thistle family. 
Then, after dunking them In 
store-bought mayonnaise (that 
was the only thing he would 
use, which alone snould have 
told me something!) he would, 
by jerking the artichoke leaves 
roughly out from clenched 
teetn, strip the small mound of 
flesh at their bases, then dis-
card then haphazardly on his 
plate. His impatience would 
come after a mere half dozen of 
these forays. Eager to get to the 
We first met, the artichoke 
and I, two decades ago on a 
liner in the middle of the pacifi~c ~~~~~~G .,,1Ir,TI" ...... 
artichoke's tender, fleshy heart, 
he would, with thick fingers, 
open up the now-mangled 
globe and plunge in a spoon to 
scrape away the furry, inedible 
choke, before dismembering 
the artichoke bottom. The rest 
of the uneaten leaves lay strewn 
about. 
I remember our love making 
was similar - a few hundred 
passes somewhere along the 
body line before rushing into 
what Ann Landers calls The 
Act. I was luckier than those 
artichokes. Instead of being 
tossed, I tossed him. 
Another lover, on the other 
hand, would start from the base 
of the artichoke, carefully pull-
ing off and sucking the very 
small leaves that had nothing 
whatsoever to offer. (But, then, 
this is a man who worried 
himself sick if a dropped penny 
rolled out of reach!) Be ate his 
way counterclockwise around 
the denuded, chewed leaves in 
a towering pile. He is the only 
person I know who always tried 
eating the prickly, feathery 
choke that SitS atop the artI-
choke heart. Even if it made 
him ill. (I dropped him because 
he was equaIlr ungenerous in 
his affections. 
My friend and the ubiqui-
tous Anonymous was right: 
Show me a man eating an arti-
choke and I'll tell you what kind 
of lover he is. 
In any case, artichokes, any-
one? After all, they do give 
pleasure twice. 
Althea Kaye lives in South Harpswell 
and dines most frequently in Portland 
and Toronto. Herepicurian adventures 















New flavors available 
National mortgage lenders, You might think that cus-
trying to drum up more tomers would object to pay-
business, are offering bor- ing for this privilege, but 
rowers programs WIth all under MortgagePower, they 
kinds of bells and whistles. might not. The reason is that 
H a real estate agent steers CitiCorp has thoughtfully 
you to such a l'rogram, it reduced the usual 1 percent 
might be worthwbile to origination fee lenders gen-
compare the bottom line with erally charge on mortgages. 
the plain vanilla mortgage CrItiCS of Mortgage Power 
available from local banks say this amounts to CitiCorp 
and S & Ls. indirectly paying real estate 
Prominent among those agents a kickback to steer 
with special offers is Citi- customers to its door, which 
Corp, which uses words like is illegal. 
"exclusive" "outstanding" CitiCorp replies to these 
and "superior" to describe charges oy noting that real 
its MortgagePower program. estate agents can charge a fee 
Such hyperbole is enough to no matter which lender they 
make oorrowers wary from recommend (though they 
the outset. usually don't). CitiCorp also 
Under MortgagePower, notes the U. S. Dep,artment 
CitiCorp guarantees a loan of Housing and Uroan De-
decision within 15 business velol?ment has no objection 
days after the necessary to thIS plan. 
Both programs may appeal 
to people with good credit 
histories who get annoyed 
with the endless documen-
tation many lenders require. 
If you make a down pay-
ment of 20 percent or more, 
GMAC requires only a bank 
statement showing you have 
money for the down pay-
ment, W-2 forms showing 
you have enough income to 
pay the monthly mortgage, 
and a telephone Check to your 
employer to make sure you 
have a steady job. 
CitiCorp offers similar 
benefits to borrowers who 
put as little as 10 percent 
down, and in some cases 
eliminate income and em-
ployment verification alto-
gether for those who put 20 
percent down. 
June 18, 1988 
Saving Money Never 
Looked So Good 
Model #01-4500-01 
Regularly $219.95 
Sale dates June 16-23 
Includes free installation 
ASTRA-VIEW m Sunt'oofby RON DURE 
15"x30" 
Super Flush Design 
Lifetime Warranty against leakage 
Ask for Evan or Larry 
Sunroof Spedalists 
over 15 years installation experience 
Quality Product; Expert Service 
AutoPlus· 
752 Riverside Street, Portland, Maine (207) 797-2497 
Opening soon New Location 
Pleasant Street, Brunswick, Maine 
paperwork is completed, and GMAC Mortgage, another 
It nas a streamlined process nationallender, has come up 
for getting the paperwork with a program similar to 
done. MortgagePower but without 
CitiCorp has faced strong the Realtor's fee or reduced 
criticism in the industry, origination charge. 
however, for an unusual GMAC's program, called 
feature of the program. ACCEL, offers a loan 
Because business is fairly 
slow now in many parts of 
the country, such programs 
are likely to proliferate. In a 
shrinking market, lenders 
have to make more noise to ~=====================:;-' keep profits up. 
Realestateagentswhotake commitment after 14 work-
part in the program some- ing days and easy documen-
times charge borrowers a fee tation for those who put 20 
for the privIlege oftaking out percent or more down on a 
a loan from CitiCorp under house. 
the "exclusive" Mortgage- As an additional lure, 
Power. GMAC offers mortgage bor-
rowers a discount on some 
General Motors cars. 
ffowever, it will pay home 
buyers to keep the bottom 
line in mind and not to get 
distracted by offers tha twill 
be of little value in the long 
run. 
In a slow market, any 
competent lender can get a 
loan applicant to close 
quickly. 50 the key question 
to ask come back to plain 
vanilla: 
+What is the interest rate? 
How does it compare to that 
being by others in town? 
+What are the total closing 
costs, including points and 
fees? 
+Can I lock into the mort-
gage rate, and for how long? 
Pamela Reeves writes about sen-
sible money management for Scripps 







Send Dear Old Dad a bearbug 
for Father's Day. A soft and 
plushy Creature Comfort no 
wtll show how much you 
care. Choose tbe one that's 
perfect for your father from 
our great collection of bears 
and other animals, dressed 
for any occasion. We'll 
present the animal of your 
choice in a brightly colored 
hag. complete with a mylar 
balloon and message card 
Also available: assorted 
gourmet foods of Maine to 
complete tbe package. Prices 
vary with size and 
manufacturer (Gund, North 
American Bear, Dakin, 




E X PRE S S. LTD. 
18 Glenwood Avenue 
Portland, Maine 04103 
ORIENTAL RUG 
TENT SALE 
JUNE 15TH - 25TH 
MAKE A STATEMENT 
FOR YOUR HOME 













Millcreek Shopping Center Parking Lot 
50 Market Street So. Portland 
TENT SALE HOURS, THURSDAY 9:30 TIL DARK 
OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9:00 TO 5:00 
Oriental Rug Retailers of America Member 
.... -..... ;.; .. :.;-..•.•. , 
DERMS AND SPERMS 
Catching some rays 
Taking advantage of 
changing attitudes on the 
venerable American pastime 
of "catching ra ys," stores are 
awash in new "sun protec-
tion" products. 
Crowding out traditional 
suntan lotions are sunscreens 
and sunblocks with various 
"sun protection factors," 
called "SPF ratings." Some 
are "non-P ABA." Some are 
for babies. 
Much of the public seems 
to be absorbing the message 
that the sun's ultraviolet rays 
cause wrinkling and skin 
cancer. Skin cancer is rising 
in nearly endemic propor-
tions, with a half-million new 
cases - one in every three 
cancers diagnosed - pro-
jected this year. 
And atmospheric research-
ers established earlier this 
year that more ultraviolet 
radiation than ever-is reach-
ing the earth's surface. 
About 2.5 percent of the 
ultraviolet-filtering ozone 
normally in the upper atmos-
phere already has been eaten 
up by man-made gases. Each 
one percent depletion is pro-
jected to allow 2 percent more 
damaging ultraviolet radia-
tion to I?ass trough the ozone 
layer, mcreasing the most 
common type of skin cancer 
by 4 percent or more, accord-
ing to the Environmental 
Protection Agency. 
So far, if the nation's 
beaches and pools are any 
guide, scientists are a lotmore 
concerned aboutthis than the 
public is. 
Nonetheless, sales of sun 
protection products are ris-
mg steadily. Last year, for 
the first time, they matched 
those of "sun preparation" 
products - suntan lotion -
according to Jeff Cohen, a 
sunscreen product director 
for Johnson & Johnson. 
"In 1988 it's projected that 
sunscreen wilf actually sur-
pass preparations," Cohen 
said. Parents of infants and 
toddlers are among the big-
gest buyers, he added, while 
adolescents, with "the inde-
structible teen mindset," 
have resisted the trend. 
A committee of dermatolo-
gists recently recommended 
daily use of sunscreens with 
an SPF of 15 or greater; that 
means 15 minutes of sun 
exposure has an equal effect 
to one minute without pro-
tection. 
Broad-spectrum products 
protect not only against ul-
traviolet-B - the most haz-
ardous radiation, partly fil-
tered by ozone - but also 
against ultraviolet-A, a type 
of radiation not filtered by 
ozone, which augments the 
effects of ultraviolet-B . 
''Non-PABA'' means the 
product does not contain a 
sunscreen compound, para-
aminobenzoic acid, that 
some people find irritating. 
Daily use of sun-protection 
products is recommended 
because sun damage is cu-
mulati ve over a lifetime. The 
skin seems to "remember" 
even the shortest exposures. 
Most peol?le accumulate 
more time In sunshine dur-
ing the week, while walking 
to work or taking a 
lunchbreak, than even on the 
weekend. 
Even users tend not to 
apply enough sunscreen, 
says Joyce Ayoub of the Skin 
Cancer Foundation in New 
York. ''They often forget the 
backs of legs, the neCk, the 
ears, bald spots," she said. 
"Even thinning hair is im-
portant." 
Summer and Sperm 
Reduced fertility may be a 
hazard of summer heat, at 
least for men who work out-
doors in warm climates. 
Heat can slow down sperm 
and limit their denSity. Doc-
tors often suggest to couples 
trying to conceive that the 
man wear loose-fitting draw-
ers rather than briefs to re-
duce heat where it counts. 
Now a study by the Chemi-
cal Industry Inshtute of Toxi-
cology and Fertility Institute 
indicates that birthrates fol-
low seasonal temperatures, 
with fewer birthrates in the 
South during the spring. The 
researchers recommend that 
men who want to be fertile 
keep cool in summer. 
Robert Engelman is health editor 
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PSYCHOTHERAPIST wanted. 
Expanding group practice seeks 
clinician. Excellent earning poten-
tial. Supervision available. Contact 
Ronald Feintech, Ph.D. Coastal 
Counseling Associates. 535 Ocean 
Ave. 04103. 772-5581. 
SUMMER DAY CAMP has the 
followin openings: Boating Director, 
Camp Craft Director, Arts and 
Crafts Director, Dramatics Director, 
secretary. Call Center Daycamp, 
772-1959, 9-5 pm. 
MOOSE CROSSING Restau-
rant has job opportunities: dining 
room, lounge, kitchen. Will train. 
Call Steve or Dir\( after 2 pm at 
781-4771. 
HOST an exchange student. 
Urgent need for host families for 88-
89 school year. July 15 is deadliAe. 
Call Share! at 775-0586. 
THE YOGA CENTER offers 
classes in yoga, prenatal, tai chi 
chuan, and meditation. Summer 
session begins June 27. Call 799-
4449. 
CO-OPERATIVE Pre-school now 
taking applications for Sept. for 
children 3-5. Reasonable tuition, 
spacious classroom, field trips, 
artist-in-residence program and 
parent participation. Call 774-9172 
or 767-3838. 
HAVE YOU just cleaned out your 
attic or your garage, and now you 
need to let people know you'Ve got 
a lot of great stuff to sell? Place a 
classnied in Casco Bay Weekly and 
you'll be chasing people away. Call 
the CBW Classified Hotline: 772-
6672. 
RADON GAS mail order test kit 
for air or water, $25 each. Return 
results EPA certified. Char-vial is 
97% accurate, best 48 hour air de-
tector money can buy. Call 773-
8004, ask for Dana. 
ARE YOU bulging with kittens, 
puppies or rabbits? Do you want 
good future homes for these new 
members of your eX1ended family? 
Why not place a classified in Casco 
Bay Weekly? $3 gets you up to 30 
words, more than enough space to 
find a good home for the whole litter, 
if necessary. Call the CBW Classi-
fied Hotline: 772-6672. 
CBW PERSON to PERSON 
classifieds are a cheap, safe, 
confidential way to get in touch with 
the kind of person you want to 
meet. So be daring, be creative, be 
simple, be honest. Be whatever you 
want, but be a Person to Per!1:on 
person and you won1 be alone. 
JOBS, FOR RENT and RIDE 
BOARD classifieds of 30 words or 
less are FREE. 
Other classnieds are just $3 for the 
first 30 words and 15¢ for each addi-
tional word. (Any group of letters and/ 
or numbers surrounded by a space 
counts as a word.) 
There are three ways to get your ad in 
Casco Bay Weekly: (1) drop it off or (2) 
mail it to our offices at 187 Clar\( Street, 
Portland, ME 04102; or (3) call our 
24-Hour Classified Hotline at 
772-6672. 
CELLO Circa 1890, unknown 
maker, beautiful sound, perfect for 
student, hard case included $1200. 
Call 879-8962 after 5 pm or leave 
message. 
X-COUNTRY SKIS Fischer 
Europa l~C 210. Also boots, size 
10. Best offer. Call Monte, 775-
6601. 
JEOPARDY CONTESTANTS 
Encyclopedias in bookcase, $20. 
Call 797-5670. 
OAK ICE BOX 2 door,approx. 4 
112 ' tall, original hardware & finish. 
$400. Call 846-4890 (If tape is on 
leave message). 
CBW PERSON to PERSON 
classifieds are a cheap, safe, 
confidential way to get in touch with 
the kind of person you want to 
meet. So be daring, be creative, be 
simple, be honest. Be whatever you 
want, but be a Person to Person 
person and you won1 be alone. 
"··'··~·' · 1·'~· · · .. ", 
Since our recording cannot answer Casco Bay Weekly reserves the right 
questions (not yet, anyway), it helps if to categorize ads, and to refuse or edit 
you write out your ad before calling. ads due to inappropriate content, etc. 
Your ad and payment must reach us 
by 5 p.m.on Monday of the week you 
want your ad to appear. Payment for 
Hotline ads also must arrive by this 
deadline. Ads must be accompanied 
by your name and phone number for 
verification. No exceptions. 
Your ad will be run for as many weeks 
as you pay for. Free classnieds may re-
peat, but must be called in again for 
each issue. 
SAIL LESSONS Advanced , 
basic, and bareboat chartering 
courses aboard 28'-35' cruising 
boats. Call Casco Bay Sailing Cen -
ter at 774-9774. 
SAILING WOMEN A New 
women's sailing club is now forming 
in Portland. Call Casco Bay Sailing 
Center at 774-9774. 
NATURE WALKS UNLIMI-
TED is accepting reservations for 
adult and children's group nature 
walks in the Portland area. Call 
Cindy Krum at 774-2441 for more 
information. 
SUMMER SOCCER, tennis, 
basketball ... Trying to get a team 
together or find yourself a partner? 
Use the Casco Bay Weekly 
RECREATION classnieds for only 
$3 a week. 
We capitalize and bold the first one or 
two words only of each ad, and all that 
follows will be in regular text. Write 
your ad accordingly. No exceptions. 
Classifieds will be sorted into these 
categories: Animals, Biz Services, 
Body & Soul, Cars, For Rent, Home 
Services, Jobs, Notices, Person to 
Person, Real Estate, Recreation, Ride 
Board, Roommates, Stuff for Sale, Yard 
Sales ( ... and more as needed). 
ATTENTION MODELS, actors, 
actresses, musicians, artists, 
executives... Do you need/wanl 
quality photos of yourself? 
Portfolios, publicity, advertising or 
photographing artwork. I will do it at 
the best price in Portland. Say 
·Cheese." Philip Rogers, 774-2879. 
JT'. TYPING. Professional 
typing. I'll help you present your 
best. Best rates. You deliver/pick 
up. Call 773-5130 before 8 am/5:30-
6 pm/l0-midnight/weekends. 1-2 
days notice. Rush jobs extra. 
TYPING I RESUME Secretarial 
Services (by appointment only) 
Cape Word Processing. Call 767-
3946. 
BUSINESS SERVICES! Place 
an ad in our classnied section any-
time and reach 15,000 readers for 
only $3. 
WE WA~K£D uP TO WHERE fHEY WERe BUILDIN4 
e NEW Cf\UF.C.HJi~~IN(l TURNS I-IOLDINq 
THE PM.K IN OuR. POC.KETS. A POLKf CAR 
ORO'J( By liND WE JVST ABOUT FAINTEO. 
We GOT TO THE MAIN DIRK AND JUMPeD 
DOWN INTO IT, IT WAS JUST 5TARTIN4 TO 
GET DARK. 
WE ~IGl\fEO THEM I>.NO STEve C.lO~eO HIS 
E';jES liND SAID ·AHH··.· ALIV~ WI,II Plf"svRe" 
AND THEN STARTED (OU611INq SO BAI> HE 
DRoPPED HIS (16,,~elfE. ANtHiof PIR.T ALL 0vtP. 
IT. WE COU6I1E{) AND (Ou6Hel> AND H\.T LIKE 
TO DESf~Y THE EVIDeN(e We LIT THe 
ItESt 01" TI-\E CIGARl;lfE 5 ONE BY ONE AND 
$'UC.K n\eM INTO A DIRT PILE, IT WAS 
DARK AND THE ENOS wERe GLOWING OAANGE 
AND DowN Tile \l1\..\.. WE (OULO HEAR Tile 
T\lAIN G!01f.lG! 6~. WE SAT Ot-.! OUP- HEEL S !tOWINq uP flUT AT \.eAST IT wAS woRm If. 
NOT i"\.~tNG AND WATC.\lINC":! Tile 
BuRN 111'10 A\'L OF II SUODeN I JUST KNEW 
STE'JE WAS 60lN4 To BE /VI'; SfST FRIeND 
FOR. 11\1: ReST OF M~ LIFE'. 
At Casco Bay Weekly we respect 
your privacy and want to make sure 
that others will as well. That's why 
we provide our Person to Person 
customers with a confidential 
mailbox service. When we print your 
ad we'll include a CBW mailbox 
number to which responses can be 
sent. All you have to do is pay us $3 
per week for this service and tell us 
whether you would like your mail 
forwarded to you or held at our 
office, where you may pick it up 
between 9 am-5 pm Monday-Friday. 
All correspondence will be treated 
confidentially. 
Customers not using our mailbox 
service MUST provide their own 
BOX NUMBER to which responses 
can be sent. PHONE NUMBERS 
AND STREET ADDRESSES WILL 
NOT BE PRINTED. 
RESPONSES to CBW boxholders 
should bear a CBW box number 
and be addressed to us at 
Casco Bay Weekly 1-87 Clark St. 
Portland, ME 04102 
PORTLAND SWM 39, 6'2", tall 
and handsome. I enjoy dancing af-
ter dinner, camping, exploring the 
great state of Maine. Would like to 
meet slim-med. SWF Div. One child 
is o.k. No hang-ups please. Similar 
interests. Please write and I'll an-
swer all letters. Photo appreciated. 
P.O. Box 3665 Ptld. Me. 04104-
3665. 
SENIOR CITIZEN Lonely lady 
would like to meet gentleman who 
would like to meet lady. Compare 
interests. CBW #100 
CBW PERSON to PERSON 
classifieds are a cheap, safe, 
confidential way to get in touch with 
the kind of person you want to 
meet. So be daring, be creative, be 
simple, be honest. Be whatever you 
want, but be a Person to Person 
person and you won' be alone. 
SALEM STREET 2BR, hdwd 
floors, heat/hoI water. Sec. & ref. 
$400/mo. Call 772-7320, leave 
message. 
WOOD FORDS AREA huge, 3 
BR, appliances, deck, parking. 
$650 heated. Call 773-3320. 
PEAKS ISLAND • Oceanside to 
tranquil inland homes and cottag~s 
$300-$675/week. Small cottage 
_available for summer at $200/week. 
Peterson Realty, (207) 772-6992. 
HARPSWELL . Summer cottage 
on waterfront, 3BR, screened-in 
porch, living room wlfireplace, rus-
tic artists studio, and deepwater 
dock. Available June-Sept. by sea-
son or monlh. $2400/month. (207) 
767-2315 
CHEBEAGUE ISLAND cottage. 
2BR, near golf, tennis, water taxi. 
Monthly rent, $1500. Available 
through Sept. (207) 846-4600. 
WEST END. Pine St., lovely 2 
BR condo. Parquet floors, dish-








Can you solve The Real Breaking up the tele-
Puzzle? p hone company seemed like 
Start by checking out the 
clues at right. Then send us 
J so much fun that we decided 
~ 
to work on its trademark. your best guess. 
".J}\ We've broken up several The first correct solution ~ we receive will earn its au- -- well known logos at the right thor a free dinner at Albertas. ~) and listed the corporations For the rest of you, we'll associated with them below. 
print the solution in Casco f 
See if you can match them 
Bay Weekly thl? week after 
5 up. 





Send your solution to: AT&T 
Allied Van Lines 
The Real Puzzle 8 Hartford Whalers 9 Prudential Insurance 
Casco Bay Weekly 
", ...-: ,-; 
Burlington Northern Railroad 
187 Clark Street Continental Airline. - Chase Manhattan Bank Portland, Ma i ne Eastern Airlines - Rockwell International 04102 , - --
11 124 --• 1988 United F.alur. Syndical •. 
Baseball and Father's Day 
There's a double-play combina-
tion that's hard to beat and home 
video offers an irresistible array of 
baseball reality and fantasy on tape 
and disc to make dad's day unfor-
gettable. 
There are enough tapes to play 
double-header video for the entire 
season and then some, featuring 
every major league baseball team 
and player in modem history plus 
highlights from World Series and 
All-Star games. These are avail-
able from Major League Baseball 
Productions (1212 Ave. of the 
Americas, New York, NY 10036; 
212-921-81(0). 
A good sampler if "The History 
ofBaseball" (two hours, under $30), 
a history of the game from the 
early 1800s to the present with 
profiles of each of the 26 major 
league teams. 
Two other marvelous documen-
taries are "The Glory of Their 
Times" (Video Marketplace, 800-
223-4668, under $35), a video ver-
sion of Lawrence Ritter's fine book 
with Alexander Scourby's articu-
late narration, and "The Boys of 
Summer" (VidAmerica, un-
der$15), a 90-minute video version 
of Roger Kahn's best-selling book 
on the Brooklyn Dodgers. If Dad is 
over 40, both will bring tears to his 
eyes. 
The 30-minute World Series 
highlight tapes go back to 1943 
Yankees-Cardinalsmatch-up. Pick 
your Dad's favorite year or birth-
day. Or pick your Dad's favorite 
team - the 6O-minute histories of 
the major league teams each cost 
around $20 and are filled with 
untarnished memories. 
Three lons.er and superior pro-
files are aVaIlable from The Video 
Marketplace: "The Detroit Tigers: 
The Movie," and "The New York 
Yankees: The Movie." Each runs 
about 90 minutes and costs about 
$30, 
But the real stuff of baseball is 
legend, and Hollywood has pre-
served baseball myth in our hearts 
forever. There are almost three 
dozen baseball features but only a 
very few are available on video 
tape. Happily, one of the best is 
included. "The Natural" (1984, 
RCA/Columbia) is the kind of 
baseball picture that reminds ev-
ery man why he once wanted to 
become a baseball player and still 
does. Roy Hobbs (Robert Redford) 
of the New York Knights gives us 
a chance to imagine oursefves as a 
big league hero. Those slow-mo-
tion baseball fantasies showing 
Hobbs hitting the cover of the ball, 
smashing the scoreboard or the 
game lights perfectly fit our day-
dreams of what might have been. 
Only the most cynical viewer 
would change the film's glorious 
ending for the novelist Bernard 
Malamud's original pessimistic 
ending. When Hobbs hits that fi-
nal home run, it's dad's ultimate 
fantasy come true. 
Biographies of famous ballplay-
ers turn the real stuff into myth. 
One of the most exhilarating base-
ball films is "The Pride of the 
Yankees" (1942, Key) with Gary 
Cooper as Lou Gehrig, Teresa 
Wright as his devoted wife and 
even the real Babe Ruth thrown in 
for good measure. The superb 
script by Jo Swerling and Herman 
J. Mankiewicz captures the game 
and its players as few sports films 
have ever done. 
The classic has one of the most 
gripping baseball sequences ever 
filmed - Gehrig saymg goodbye 
at Yankee Stadium with movie 
footage interspersed with the ac-
tual footage of Gehri/$'s farewell 
because of the crippling disease 
that was to be named after him. 
None of Holly woods other base-
ball bi01?:aphies have made it to 
home Vldeo yet. Those include 
some of the worst baseball movies 
ever made ('The Babe Ruth Story"), 
one of the best ("The Jackie Robin-
son Story"), one of the most realis-
tic ("Fear Strikes Out," the unre-
lenting biography of Jimmy Pier-
sall played by Anthony Perkins), 
one of the warmest ("The Stratton 
Story" with Jimmy Stewart as 
Monty Stratton, the baseball player 
who lost a leg but kept on pitch-
ing), and the two silliest ("The Win-
ning Team" with Ronald Regan as 
Grover Cleveland Alexander and 
"The Pride of St. Louis" with Dan 
Dailey as Dizzy Dean). 
One good baseball movie avail-
able on home video is "Bang the 
Drum Slowly" (1973, Paramount), 
a moving film based on the Mark 
Harris novel about two profes-
sional ball players (Robert De Niro 
and Michael Moriarty) on a fic-
tionalNew York team. One of them 
is dying from a terminal illness. 
Through the years there have 
been a batch of comedies that made 
good use of the bascball field, but 
only a poor remake of "The Kid 
From Left Field" (1979, Vestron) 
has made it to home video. This is 
a vastly inferior film to the original 
1953 movie starring Dan Dailey 
(unfortunately not on home video 
yet). In this new version Gary 
Coleman plays a bat boy who 
guides the San Diego Padres to a 
World Series. Where the original 
had charm and was the perfect 
film for any father and son to watch 
together, this one is crass and tedi-
ous. 
Two musical steal the show. 
"Take Me Out to the Ball Game" 
(1949, MGM/UA) is the Busby 
Berkeley tum-of-the-century mu-
sical tribute with "O'Brien to Ryan 
to Goldberg" not too happy when 
Esther Williams (a girl!) takes over 
the team. Gene Kelly and Frank 
Sinatra make up the short stop-to-
second part of the double-play 
team. Jules Munshin is the first 
baseman, and the whole film is a 
delight. 
"Damn Yankees" (1958, Warner, 
110 minutes) is a wide-screen ad-
aptation of the Broadway Show 
with Gwen Verdon as the vamp 
Lola and Ray Walston as the Devil 
recreating their original roles on 
the screen. Tab Hunter, as the 
young baseball star, Shoeless Joe, 
personifies every man's dream. 
The memorable songs include 
"(You Gotta Have) Heart," "What-
ever Lola Wants," "Those were the 
Good Old Days." 
What's left? Only one thi:-lg. 
Play ball. 
Joe Saltzman writes on media, 
music and video. He is chairman of 
broadcastin\l althe University of South-
ern California. 
Jun. 16, 1988 
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think of the beatltiful town 
That is seated by the sea;' 
Often I wish I'd known 
of Caseo Bay Weekly" 
Don't be a Long Fellow. 
Get yo .... Wads Worth 
every Thursday in 
Caseo Bay Weekly. 
We distributed 15,000 copies of our first 
issue, and more than 11,000 of you picked 
one up. Thanks! Look for us each week at 
one of these places. 
PORTLAND 
DOWNTOWN: 
Back Bay Cafe. 
Enterprise 
Records. 
Son est a Hetel. 
Terra Firma, 


















By The Bay; 






Sho~. Boeks Etc,. 




Old Pon GrocerY. 
Casco Bay lines 
FerrY Terminal. 








Raoul's, The Hall 
of Fame Omelets. 
Sam's Harbor 
Lunch. Washtub II, 














Villa. Qual~y Shep; 
TURNPIKE EXIT 8: 















Old Pon General 
Store, Brooks 
Donuts. Bazar. Ouanerdeck, • 
10 Exchange St. GrocerY. Cookie s. 
Building. Fore St. Variety. Brodenck s. 
Deli. Ouick Stix. Main SI, Var!?ty. 
Creighton's CountrY Dal(s Inn ., BrI 5 
Store; EAST END: Van-a-tena. 
Amato·s. Breggy·s. Travelodge. South-
Ouanrucci's side Cleaners, 
Superette The Howard Johnson's 
Whole Gracer Motor Lodge; 
Bruni's Market, MILL CflEEK AREA: 
Renee's Variety Smaha s 
liliana's ' Market. Nano'S 
Laundromat Vanety. Bookland. 
Squeaky Clean Norge, Laul)drY & 
Laundromat, Cleaning, VIII~ge. 
Levinsky·s. Sam DIPietro s, 
DiPietro's The LlQhthouse Deh. 
Corner Store; MarketBasket. 
WEST SIDE: Sam D,Pletro·s. 
Suitsmi. Good Uncle Andy's 
Egg Cafe. Good PIC & Pay; 
Day Market. ~AINE MALL: 
The West Side Ftrst StoP. 
Restaurant Coastline Inn. 
Aunll Leoni's Comlon Inn. 
Soap Bubble' Hampten Inn. South 
Laundromat Po,nland Metor Inn. 
Bracket St. • Bookland. Wiley 
Variety. Buono Pentlac; 
CAPE 
ELlZARE'DI 
Rudy's of the Cape. 
Cape Shore Variety; 







Merdek·s. Pine St. 
Variety. Sonny's SCARBOROUGII 










The Stere; Beaver 
Pond Variety; 
FALMOUTH 










CountrY Food Store. 




Cleaning & LaundrY. 
Gillespie Farms 
BakerY & Coffee 
Shop; 
and at these 
SIIOP 'N SAVE 
stores: 
Forest Ave. in 
Ponland. Cottage 
Rd, & PhilbrOOK 
Ave, in South 
Ponland. US Rt. t 
in Scarborough, 




Weuld yeu like 
to join this 
ever-expanding 
circle of friends 
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TheTree. Vaughan ' AI's Variety. Brooks 
St. Variety. Vinny's BakerY & Coffee 
Variety. The Shep. Elevation 
Washboard. Peter's Farms. Beverage 
Handy Store. Redempllon qenter. r." .• ...;,~ 1.7)0',,'''' '' """"'!C''''W'( /.;?-'e f 
Mel~nSt.~rk~. ~ro~san~I~ · ~i~' ~~rl"~.~'~'I·~~!'I~·~' i'!'~·~I·~~i·'~~.~~I~~~~~~I~~~~~~I~~~~~~I~I~I~~~~~~~~I~~~ 
Memma Shop. Maytag 
D·s. Pap'S, Coe's Laundry; Wicked 
Woodlorda Corner Store, Good Restaurant; ~~='-
Cafe; Lenglellow OLD ORCIIARD 
Laundromat· OUTEF RIE.4.CH ",",._eo 
COIljGRESS: Potvin's Market 
Anania's Varie!), Feur C·s. Uncle 
Ramada Inn Cligo Irving·s. Mac-
Food Man' • Denald's Beach 
Pratt·AbbOtt Convenience Store. 
Laundromat ' Green Gables 
BRIGHTON AVE: Convenience Store. 











Beverage. Aceto 's 
Variety. Moran's 
WESTBROOK 









Shep n Talk. An's 
'from "My LoGt Youth" by HmryWad8worth Longfellow 
